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Ellsworth, maine, Wednesday afternoon, October 9,1912.
far
Brunswick, whence they
LOCAL AFFAIRS. him
went
to
Damariscotta to visit Mrs.
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ELLSWORTH

NKW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.
John A Lord—Coat lost.
Mrs 8 E Connick—House for sale.
Admr notice—Est of Willard C Gray.
Exect notice—Est of Rowland W Hodgkins.
Bangor:

Capable girl wanted.

Cleveland,

O:
The Victor Oil Co—Salesmen wanted.

—------—-,-

Depository of the State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two-thirds of Ellsworth's
Merchants

23 Main St.

WE RENT

In

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

POSTOFFICH.

effect Sept. 30, 1913.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICH

Going West—10.30, 11.80 am; 5.16, 9 pm.
Going East—8.45 a m; 8.45, 6 pm.

for S3 per year and upwards.

No Sunday mail after Nov 24; until that
date mail arrives from west at 8.11 a ra; closes
for west at 4.20 p m.
Registered mail should be at postofflce half
an hour before mail closes.

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

Miss Anna F. Plight
on business.

is in

Boston this

is just as easy and safe as banking in person, under our carefully arranged system. Thousands
of our patrons do all their banking with us in this
way; why don’t YOU try it? It will mean beet'
ol care for your funds. Write that you are interested, and we will send full particulars.
Old

«t.

Town,

Machias,

Dexter.

daughter,

her

Rockland, is

Mrs. G.

A.

Lawrence, in

home.

Moore and little son
guests of Dr. L. L. Larrabee
Van Buren.

Mrs. Everard L.

Robert

are

and wife at

Josephine M. Flint, of Boston, is
guest of her cousins, Miss Nancy M.

Miss

Wall Paper Bargains
Last

spring’s

stock at

Half Price

New line attractive chamber

and kitchen paper

Hubbard

St., Ellsworth

Everybody
a

time.

Financial success is simply a
matter of sticking to your saving plan—making your
Character Stronger than

Temptation

any

to

Best in America

little at

can save a

spend.

Hancock Co. Savings
-Bank
Molna

Ellsworth,

Commenced Business
May 1. 1873.

Leaders for Fall and Winter

THE—

Greely.
Thompson and Miss Kath-

Dutton and Mrs. A. W.
MissJ. A.
erine

Mahoney left this

and

ness

pleasure trip

to

for
Boston.

noon

a

busi-

to-day for
with their son in
Berlin, and daughter in Lebanon, N. H.
The Thursday club of the Congregational church will meet as usual at the
chapel to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Irving Osgood

a

12c DOUBLE ROLL

J. A. Thompson, Main

Lamson&

at

the

and wife leave

visit of several weeks

George F. Coggins, an Ellsworth boy, a
government letter carrier in Holyoke,
Mass., has been transferred to New York

city.
Owing to the absence from the city of
pastor, there will be no Friday evening service at the Congregational chapel
this week.
the

Mrs. H. F. Whitcomb, who has been in
Massachusetts for the past nine months
for medical treatment, has returned to her

a

visit in Boston

sure

Reliable Cloibiei Co.,
Elliworth,
Me.

Mrs.

Ada Johnson and

son

Marshall,

spent the summer in Bar Harbor, have returned to Ellsworth. Her
daughter Linnie is also home from New'
York.

a

to meet every

The

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

will

J. W. class of the Methodist church

serve a

harvest dinner to-morrow’ at

chapel beginning at 11.30 and conA supper
tinuing until all are served.
will be served at 5.30.
the

Ellsworth.

Main Street

NOW is the time to buy

Bulbs

Money to Loan
ON

Improved, Prodnctive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

for winter and spring flowers.

ALSO

STATE STREET.

16

and receive

prompt attention.

43.

soon

be

COATS
Let

needed.

me

KlndoofRopalrlng.

Mato street.

Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.

DAVID FRIEND.

Subscribe

■

■

■

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0 Box 7.

supply you.

Have the summer suit pressed and put away;
you may need It in a burry next spring.
All

ELLSWORTH. ME

CnmHtaa SSIdM.

FUR

will

gllsworth

for Thk America?

banner

State Highway Commissioner Hardison
in Ellsworth last Friday for his final

inspection

DANCING SCHOOL
C. E. Monaghan will open his
dancing school in Society hall

FRIDAY, OCT. 18.

Absolute

work

as

satisfactory,

formally

and

Commissioner

it.

Hardison

security, absolute permanency,

conservative management and
upon which this bank
you in connection with any
and all business which you may plaoe in our hands.
R'i>
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the

service—these four form the foundation
painstaking
has been erected. These four we guarantee to

of this

year’s State road work
at Ellsworth Falls. He pronounced the

cepted

75,000

100,000
1,400,000

ASSETS,.

was

ac-

also

looked over the work being done on the
Surry road, toward which the State appropriated $2,000 from the automobile

State banking department.
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and
every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
sound

banking.

night last night, when the game ended,
championship title rested with the ex-

the

commissioners.

The

score was

26-16.

and spare conductor, was
fatally injured
at Mt. Desert Ferry yesterday forenoon.

Will of Richard Laffin
After a brief hearing in Boston last
week, Judge Grant, in the probate court,
the will of

allowed

Richard

T.

Killed at Mt. Desert Ferry.
John B. Palmer, of Bangor, brakeman

Laffin,

formerly of Ellsworth, district manager of

Palmer

on

was acting
aa rear brakeman
yesterday’s freight train on the Mt.

Desert branch.

Ab the train

leave the
gor,

Ferry on its
Palmer slipped

was

about to

trip to Banwhile uncoupling

return

fell across the rails. The rear
vice-presi- cars,
trucks of one car ran over him,
Sound Light & Tracmangling
his left leg above the knee and his
on June 26, at Seattle,
right
arm above the elbow.
He
died
on the
Wash., at the age of forty-nine.
train
which
was
special
him
to
and
the
next
Mr. Laffin was unmarried,
hurrying
of km are Lizzie M. Mayo, of 84 Perkins the hospital at Bangor.
Dr. N. C. King was taken on the special
street, Somerville, Mass., and Julia A.
A called conclave will be held
train at Ellsworth, and did what he could
Banger.
Pierce, 187 Broadway, Somerville, sisters,
next Monday eyening, when the orders of
to save the life of the man. The shock
and George and William Laffin, brothers,
the Red Cross, Temple and Malta will be
had been too great,
however, and Palmer
at North Hancock and Ellsworth,
living
conferred on four candidates.
died soon after the train left Ellsworth.
respectively.
Palmer was forty-flve years of
In the window of F. B. Aiken’s store on
age, and
By the will, dated July 31, 1908, the
had been employed on the railroad more
State street are exhibited several of na- testator left all his
estate, which is valued
than twenty years. He
One is a seed potato, at about
ture’s freaks.
formerly lived in
|100,000, to his sister, Lizzie M.
which had been cast aside on a shelf in
Mayo, absolutely, and appoints her sole Hancock, but since running on the Mt.
Desert branch he had been living in Banthe store last spring and forgotten. In executrix.
Objection was made to the
spite of the fact that it had been deprived allowance of the instrument by William gor. He leaves a widow.
Corner D. L. Fields has summoned ja
of its natural right to return to mother Laffin on the
ground of undue influence.
jury. An inquest will be held to-morrow
earth, the tuber proceeded to perform its
atiEllsworth.
duties as a seed potato, and when dis^
Adrift Five Days.
covered recently, several well-formed poSouthwest Habbob, Oct. 7 (special)—
tatoes were growing inside of it, and were
COMING
a
EVENTS.
McKinley fisherman,
Lafayette Carter,
protruding through the sides of the po- whose twenty-six foot motor boat became
KLLBWOBTH.
The other freaks are a five-headed
cabbage from the garden of E. J. Walsh,
and a cluster of ripe raspberries from the
C. P. Dorr’s garden.
tato.

For a few hours one day last week Capt.
C. P. Dorr entertained his son-in-law, A.
A. Braymer, of Seattle, Wash., who was a
delegate to the international hygienic
congress recently held
Mr. Braymer is
D. C.

in

Washington,!

secretary of the!
Seattle board of health, and besides attending the congress in Washington he

brokerage
dent of the Puget
tion Co., who died
a

Boston

house and

and

disabled ten miles southeast of Isle au
Haut on September 29, and for whom the

Wednesday, Oct. 9, at North Ellsworth
—Fair, bazaar and shooting match under
auspices of Nicolin grange. Admission"to
grounds, 10 cents.
Thursday, Oct. 10, at Methodist vestry—
his home at McKinley by the ga. s. Alert, Harvest dinner at noon by the J. W. class;
26c. Supper at 5.30,16c.
of this place.
Carter had been drifting about for five
Friday evening, Oct. 11, at Society hall
days in the open boat, well off shore. His —Dance.
one.
The
boat
is
was
a
trying
experience
Wednesday evening, Oct. 16, at Baptist
still drifting, the keeper at the Rock being
vestry
Supper and apron sale. Supper,
unable to rescue her, not having gear that 16 cents.

fishermen of this section and the revenue
cutters were searching last week, was
picked up by the lighthouse-keeper at Mt.
Desert Rock last Friday, and brought to

was

—

of the

Ellsworth for some
store, which will be known asthe Century Shoe Shop, will be under the |
management of H. E. Vose, of Bangor,
who has had many years’ experience in

North Ellsworth Fair To-day.
The fair, bazaar and shooting match of
Nicolin grange, North Ellsworth, is being
held to-day. When the North Ellsworth

the shoe

business.
The store will be
throughout with new goods. Mr.
Brimmer retires after twenty-five years

farmers’ club decided hot to hold

stocked

this year, the grange stepped into the
breach and added fair features to its an-

in the shoe business.

nual bazaar and

time.

The

the stable of Col. J. F. Whitcomb on
Main street is a large accumulation of
paper stbck—nearly a car full—ready to
be shipped and sold, the proceeds to go
into the treasury of the Congregational
In order that this shipment may
church.
be made to advantage, a considerable quan-

tity

more

is

needed,

and

appeal

have accumulations of old magazines and papers, especially
magazines,
and who are anxious to dispose of them,
to deliver them at Col. Whitcomb’s stable.
Experience has shown that while those in

Perry W. Richardson, of McKinley, exis in Ellsworth for
or two on business. When Mr. Richjoin her husband, who left Ellsworth a day
ardson, John P. Eldridge, of Ellsworth,
some months ago for an excellent position
of Bluehill,
in an electric lighting plant there. Mr. and the late Nahum Hinckley,
of
the board
county commisand Mrs. Potter have gone to housekeep- were
sioners, euchre was one of the most
ing.
widely-played games in Hancock county.
The annual meeting of the Congrega- Wherever
the
county commissioners
tional parish and society will be held at were called—whether for a road hearing
the vestry next Monday evening, Oct. 14, at Isle au Haut or a
trip over the “whale’s
Besides
at 7.30.
choosing the usual back”, they always found some man to
officers, the method of supporting preach- coax (?) them into a game of euchre.
ing for the ensuing year will also be de- Last night, in Ellsworth, the two extermined upon.
commissioners—Richardson and Eldridge
Rev. R. B. Mathews is attending the —issued a challenge to the present board
great missionary meeting, which is being for the official euchre championship of
held this week at Portland. Mrs. Mathews Hancock county commissioners. Page and
At midand their daughter Louise accompanied Allen accepted the challenge.
Mrs. B. L. Potter, w ith her child, left
Shelburne Falls, Mass., to

last week for

county-commiasioner,

good

crowd

continue

this

fair

to-day.

brought together
The

evening,

bazaar

closing

“Trip Through the World’s Greatest Schoolhouses”, illustrated by stereopticon, should
E. A.
prove interesting and instructive.
Hanson, from the home office of the schools,
was in Ellsworth yesterday arranging for the
lecture. He will return to personally manage
it. Complimentary tickets for the exhibition
are being distributed by C. R. Smythe, the
Bangor representative of the schools, who is
this week conducting a window display at W.
R. Parker Clothing Co.’s store.

will

with

a

The

only place

store that

dance.

to get bargains is at the
advertises for your trade.

abbtttiBtmrnte.

is made to

charge of the work of collecting would
gladly do so, the expense of doing it is so
Hence the regreat that it doesn’t pay.
quest that future contributions be delivered. A little effort will bring enough
The committee
to complete the carload.
will greatly appreciate co-operation.

Next year will mark the 150th anniver-

a

a

shooting match.

The beautiful weather

In

Ellsworth.

to commemorate the

Greenhouse IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,

Ellsworth

to make it the

all who

The

to the

Telephone

on

DEALERS IN

C. C. Burrill & Son

to

Those in

McMahon, who has been foreman for Conners Bros, on the postoffice
job here, has finished his w'ork here and
Mr. McMahon
returned to Lawrence.
made many friends during his stay in
Patrick

sary of the settlement of Ellsworth.
Municipal and Other Bonds
Ellsworth Merchants’ association will at
approved legality and ascertained an early date take under consideration a
proposition for an appropriate celebration
strength.
event.

We have just received our own imof
portation of Dutch bulos direct from
the growers in Holland.
If you are wanting Tulips, Hyacinths*
Baffodills or Crocuses, send your order

charge are hoping
day of the year.

given

CAPITAL,.$ 100,000
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

made his home in

and vicinity.

Miss Mattie Grant, who has been spend“Clarion”, it is
ing a few days’ vacation with her mother,
requirement Mrs. W. W. Grant, has returned to her
Made by the Wood Bishop Co, position in the State school at West
Pownal.
Bangor. Sold by

nace—if it is

FOR SALE BY

in disposing of with chloroform.
The
danger of blood-poisoning is past, and Mr.
Alexander is likely to be able to resume
work shortly.

—

who have

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

•A.'A*

delegated to visit hospitals in several
large cities in the East with a view would hold.
home here.
Frit^y, Oct. 18, at Hancock hall Hanof improving the work as carried on on
cock county teachers’
The E. L. E. club, recently formed, met the Pacific coast. The
institute, forenoon
buildings at MatRecital.
Organ
at
10; afternoon at 1.30; evening at 7.45.
for the first time last Monday evening
tapan. Mass., were found to come nearest
In order to give the public generally an
Refreshments to the idea of the hospital needed in
with Miss Eva Leighton.
Tuesday, Oct. 22, at Congregational
opportunity to hear the new organ at the
were served.
Seattle.
Many regrets were expressed Congregational church, a recital will be church—Organ recital. Tickets, 26c.
C. H. Leland, Harvard C. Jordan, David that Mr. Braymer’s stay here waB so short.
STATE.
given on the evening of Tuesday, Oct. 22,
E. Linnehan and Edward M. Downey reAn important business change in Ells- at 8 o’clock.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 10,
turned last evening from an automobile worm was me sate lasi weeic Dy jonn n.
Albert E. Hopkins, of Bangor, who has 11 and 12, at Bangor—16th annual Maine
Brimmer of his boot and shoe store. The been playing this organ for the past music festival.
trip to central Maine.
State Inspector Taylor visited the Ells- purchasers are W. B. Mills and Charles H. month, will be the organist, and he will
worth high school Monday. He expressed Vose, both of whom are well and favora- be assisted by Miss Bertha Giles, soprano.
Business Notice.
Mr. Mills has been,
himself as greatly pleaded with the work bly known here.
Both artists are well known, and the
The International Correspondence Schools,
Ellsworth
some
coming to
years as sales- affair promises to be one of unusual inter- of Scranton, Pa., will give a free illustrated
now being done in the school.
man for the Sawyer Boot & Shoe Co., of ; est.
lecture on the schools at Odd Fellows hall
Mrs. E. G. Nash, manager of the Westand
Mr.
Vose
a
salesman for
Bangor,
The proceeds are for the benefit of the Wednesday evening, Oct. 23. This method
ern Union telegraph office, is enjoying a
of advertising is novel to Ellsworth. The
&
of
Patrick
has
Co.,
Portland,
church.
vacation of two weeks. She left to-day Conant,
for

CLARION.

no 41

Charles E. Alexander has been laid up
for about a week suffering from the effects
of the bite of a cat which he was assisting

M. 8. Smith left Sunday for a month’s fund.
He expressed himself as well
outing at Great Pond.
pleased with the work so far done.
Abram Warren, of Mariaville, has been
The entertainment at the high schoolappointed a game warden.
house last Friday evening was a very
Percival Wescott has gone to Portland pleasant affair, and added a nice little sum
to attend Gray’s business college.
to the fund of the senior class.
Readings
C. E. Monaghan will open his dancing and singing and piano playing were furnished
the
and
by
pupils,
they were kindly
school for the fall Friday evening of next
assisted by Miss Bertha Giles, soprano,
week.
with Miss Mary F. Hopkins as accomMrs. E. G. Moore and Mrs. Charles W.
Those who took part were Agnes
Joy left to-day for visits in Boston and vi- panist, Annie
Young,
Treworgy, Geneva Stinson,
cinity.
Doris Colpitts, Martha Milliken, Hazel
Miss Myrtle Monaghan left Friday for a Lord and Florence
Estey.
visit with friends and relatives in Boston
An official inspection of Blanquefort
and New York.
commandery, K. T., was held last MonThe ladies of the Baptist sewing circle
day evening, with Arthur S. Littlefield,
will have a supper and apron sale Wed- of
Rockland, grand captain-general of
nesday, Oct. 16.
the grand commandery of Maine, as inMrs. E. F. Robinson, jr., and little specting officer. Other visitors were Dr.
daughter Helen are visiting relatives in J. F. Hill, of Waterville, who acted as
Brockton, Mass.
grand warder, and Dr. L. 8. Chilcott, comMrs. A. W. King, who has been visiting mander of St. John’s commandery, of

BANKIN6 THROUGH THE MAILS

1

Mathews’ mother.

souvenir of the occasion will be
each member in attendance.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.18 am; 4.14. B.25 p m.
From East-11.06, 11.57 a m; 5.47, 10.52 p

orr'-.,7,‘":
rOSTOFPICB*
■LLSWORTH

ii-aertitemtm*.

as

The Baptist Sunday school is planning to
observe rally day next Sunday. All members, past and present, are urged to attend.
Decorations are planned and a

8CHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

week

Branohee

AX THl

—__

Huuiiusnninis

SALE

OF CARRIAGES

and Other Stock.
To settle the estate of the late Henry E. Davis the entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfactory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished

and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor Buggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboards, single and twoscat Express wagons, Concord wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horse Pole and whiflletrees and 2
Horse Pole and Whiffletrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carriages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pungs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
harness.

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.

'Sbbmtsnnmt*.

fttutnat Btnrht Glolnmn
BY

KDITRD

[te

Topic.—You can do better.—II Peter 111.
®-18. (Led by the pastor.) Edited by Rev.
Sherman H. Doyle, D. D.
Christianity has hut one staudard—
It demands the best of all those who
accept It—and the best can only be obtained by a constant growing better,
and if we constantly do our best we
ahall always be growing better. It Is
a sad commentary upon the religion
of some Christians that they are better Immediately following their conversion than at any time In their future life. Conversion is only the beginning of the Christian life. True
life In Christ Is a development, a
growth. We do not liecome i>erfect In
a day.
Perfection can only be reached R step at a time and even then Is
only obtained by an additional exercise of divine power at the end of the
most devout and consistent Christian
life.
But our part in It Is to keep
constantly getting better. We are to
grow in grace, in consecration, in service and in knowledge.
No one can ever reach a point where
It Is impossible for him to do better,
Paul served Christ for thirty years
■with a zeal and devotion that have seldom been equaled and perhaps never
surpassed, and yet at the end of these
long years of service he acknowledged
that there was still room for Improvement. In spite of all that he had done,
regardless of his htgh Christian attainments. he freely declared that he

free”advice“

MADOl"

Suggestions.

Women suffering from any form of female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the woman’s private correspondence department of the Lydia E.
Pinkham M edici ne Co., Lynn, Mass.
grtnge. Two applications for memberYour letter will be opened, read and ship were received and referred to comanswered by a woman and held in strict mittees of inquiry. Headings were given
confidence. A woman can freely talk of
by Clara Herrick, Laura! Gray, Lina Gray
her private illness to a woman; thus has and Marie Jordan. Next Tuesday night a
been established a confidential correcandy-pull wtU be held.
spondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
BARROKSIDB, 478. SOXTB BHOOKSVILLE.
broken. Never have they published a
At the meeting of Harborside grange,
testimonial or used a letter without the Oct. 2, plans were advanced for the enterwritten consent of the writer, and never tainment of Pomona grange. A abort
has the Company allowed these confiden- literary
was
also
enjoyed;
program
tial letters to get out of their possession, songs by Bro. Irving Howard. Aa fail
as the hundreds of thousands of them in advances there are prospects of much entheir files will attest
thusiasm in the grange.
Many new

Weary

give,

Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Nothing is asked in return except your good
will, and their advice has helped thou-

Courage, then, thou who must be
A lifter every day;
Helping others who are weak.
In thy loving way.
Lean thou on the aolid rock,
A tower of strength to thee.
Thus, thou each day by leaning
Canst

a

-E. C. S.

|
|
<

!

j
j
!

Dear M. B. Friends:

Surely

this is

a

“helpful”

thought in the fourth

poem. The
line shows one of

the ways of helping. Some
possessed of good courage.
such
A

naturally
How much

are

others,

strengthen
treasury of good letters is opened to
ones can

you this week.

Dear Mutual*:
Have I remained away so long that you
have dismissed me from your band? I should
not blame you, but Aunt Madge is so kind, I
know she will pardon her negligent nieces,
j *o 1 venture to write again.
I
1 thought of her at reunion extending a
glad hand of greeting to each of her large
I family. Certainly it must have been a very
pleasant gathering. Tbe speech of Mr. De1 Laittre must have been interesting. I believe
in education, but not to the extent of educating away from farm and home and the parents
who gained most of their knowledge from
j
! experience and are making every sacrifice
that their children may know more and have
an easier life
than they have had.
How
many of them pay all honor to those parent*
if their hands are rough and speech uncuttured?
{ As we read of climatic conditions iu other
states and countries, we must admit Maine is
a good State to
live in, and that farming
j might be made a paying business if attended
to as they would attend to other branches of
j business to make a success.
In this locality the call of the woods is too
strong for the farm, and the woods will soon
; be beautiful with tbe brown, scarlet and gold
of autumn.
I often think of Alexia and of others who
are 111 or sad at heart, and hope
they have
been comforted by the sweet little poems so
j
! kindly sent. Hoping that rays of sunshine
will surround you all, as ever,
E.
Great Pond, Sept. 28

j

|

And it did

day, because

pledge.
We promise the Lord Jesus Christ
that we will endeavor to deport ourselves in a Christian way as long as

gathering.

selections.

—

might this grange do that
it U not doing to promote
co-opera“Ten
tion with other organizations?”
is it possiand independence;
acres
ble?” There were songs by the grange
choir, current events by L. H. Sibley, and
topics:

we

did not

see

that

forgotten.

none were

John Clark

Scates I’rges Definite
Plan lor Good Road Work.
Tbe adoption of the constitutional

amendment

providing

automobile

the

tax

for the

as

a

funding

basis

for

of

the

issuing of the bonds for good roads is
very pleasing to the advocates for the improvement of the State highway. This
amendment was adopted by a vote of
about four to

one.

Portland man, Lyman H. Nelson, first
suggested this idee, and to him belongs
considerable credit for his efforts in having this proposed amendment placed before tbe people. He first advocated it before the Portland board of trade and the
automobile association, and later before
the State board of trade, by which organization it was endorsed. The newspapers
took it up, gave wide publicity to the idea
and discussed it fully. It was passed by
tbe special session of tbe legislature with-

BAY VIEW, 287, SALISBURY COVE.
Grange met in regular session Wednes-

A

opposition,

out

and ia

now a

day night.
appointed
Leon

HALCYON.

legislature placed the
constitutional amendment before the peopie. He has given tbe Bnbject of good
roads a great deal of study, and has some

practical
he

!
!
!

j
I

some

which

of

Aunt

she had

beautiful gladiolus,
brought all the way from

Maria's

on

subject

the

which will

great valu* to the next legislature

when it

comes

to consider this

important

matter.

Mr. Scates believes that the State should
first ascertain, by careful examination,

—

group.
1 am wondering if any one of the nieces is
the possessor of a sweet five-months old baby;
(No; “8. J. Y.” not a grand baby, but one of
your very own) and has it had the distinction
of receiving a lovely birthday card from its
“OreatAunt Madge” on its birth? If I am
not the only one who can make this boast,
now is your time to come forward.
I bad a nice little chat with “Aunt Maria” last
Saturday. She and her John, with sweet little
Carolyn, bad travelled twenty-two miles to
attend the progressive rally held at the town
hall im Bluehill. (There’s progressiveness for
yon.) And, by the way, that rally was quite
an enthusiastic affair, whether you vote for
T. R. or not.
I had the good fortune to be presented with

of

ideas

just
all

what

parts

upon

the condition of the roads in
of the State, and he will urge
is

the

necessity
;

present administration
of doing something in

the

!

gram

was

PAMOLA, 266, HANCOCK.
Pamola grange met Saturday evening,
Oct. 5; forty-eight members and one visit-

!

or

fighting

tbit

rather lack
greet peril?

ot

method

That the real spreaders ot the
di
***»« «re the advanced canes?
8.
That there it not one bed
..
State where a person In the
art
tnwd
ot
can
be
stage
consumption
treated .h
noeeesitating their being taken cere ot

home,

with

«

the

consequent
with

their

(amities snd sll

come

in contact?

inlctj„n
whom tt»

Yon have pronebly not hitherto
three tacts to be so. yet these aDd
n»s,
other (acts equally startling bar. ,
compiled hy aome ot our leading *
and physicians who have made a stJSt
study ot the subject.

-----

I’

method,
7.

the

MAINE HEALTH DAY ASS'N.

Object Sunday, Oct. 'i~,
Apart for Special Work.

Ita

V KRONA.
The house ot David Clerk »s» t,DrD^
Tuesday evening. The Are started on ts
conri fl.tor, from an explodn,
|,JJ*
Most ot the furniture was sated
rite 1
ia estimated at about $800; insured.
t^ct' *'
S*“SC.

Set

—

Day association has
purpose of fighting
insidious
thsl
disease,
consumption,
and to do so by striking at the root of the
evil—the advanced cases. It is the purpoee
The Maine Health
formed for the

been

of the association to erect

in this State

sanitarium in which

incurable

the

NORTH BROOKSVILLE
Angle R. Cousins, poatmistress
purchased a bouselot ot Maud .Snow
Mrs.

a

cases

the corner.
Oct. 7.

treated and the danger of their Infecting others eradicated. Decreaae In
infection is the mark of success in ibis
be

can

proposed

and in years to
throughout the
“Health

day”.

of tbia year,
follow, to have observed
state a day to be called
The day set this year is
On this day theatres in
in

the

fail

u

c

Strtjrrtiennrnts.
|

27.
city and town in the State will exmotion pictures of an educational
nature, dealing, in so far as possible, with
the subject of tuberculosis and kindred
In
Ellsworth arrangements
subjects.
have been raac'e with Manager Campbell,
of the Bijou, for such an exhibition.
Health day has been indorsed by the
leading citizens throughout the State, including the governor, mayors of the
various cities, and other public officials.
The proceeds of the Health day entertainments will be donated to the building
fund, but the amount realized from this
source the present year will fall far short
of the sum needed successfully to launch

Sunday,

Oct.

every
hibit

project.
Idealizing the true merit of Ibis campaign, and appreciating its economic and
social
importance, business men and
the

others

throughout the .state

are

contribut-

ing loyally

to its purpose.
B. Goodwin is president of the

George
association, Col. F. E. Booth by is treasurer, Henry H. Sawyer is secretary. It
has thirty-four vice-presidents, representing all aections of the State. Ellsworth
is represented by Col. C. C. Burrill, Mrs.
Eugene Hale and Mrs. A. P. W is we 11.
The headquarters are in the Y. M. C. A.
building, Portland.
The association aaks: Do you realize
1. That the number of persona in the
United States afflicted with consumption
is not less than 920,000?
2. _That the yearly money coat of this
disease alone in the United States is, at a
conservative estimate, a boat 9825,000,000
3. That at the present ratio ten million
persons now living will eventually die of

RHEUMATISM,
“I’M CURED,” SAYS JUDGE.
Crutches

Gone

—

Bavad by HU Wife.
She's s wise woman who knows just what
do when her husband's life Is in danger,
but Mrs. H. J. Flint. Braintree. Vt-, U of that
kind. "She insisted on my using Dr. King's
New Discovery," writes Mr. F-. ^for a dreadful cough, when 1 was so weak my friends ail
thought I had only a short time to
live, and it completely cured me." A quick
cure for coughs and colds. It’s the most safe
and reliable medicine for manv throat and
lung troubles
grip, bronchitis, croup,
whooping-cough, quinsy, tonstlitis. hemorrhages. A trial will convince you. SOcts and
•1.00. Guaranteed by all druggists.

Read this, all victims ofagoniriDc Rheumatism.
Read from one who w«« •
crippie

aSBcrtisrmtntft

PORTLAND I

three doctor* without re*alt, I have been
cured of • vary bad caae of Kheumatum
by tuirg two bottle* of RHEUM A. It >»
now two yean since 1 used the remedy,
and I am still as well a* erer. Previous to
using RHEUM A I was a cripple, walkta*
with crutches, and I feel if my duty to lei
other sufferers from RbaumatUm know
what it will do. The result aecm» aimoft
advised
have
I
miraculous to me.
KHEU'MA tost least a doren person*, sod
1 »iU
of It as 1
each one
as

apeak*

any

answer

if

a

one

day job
^ for the rainy
$ Will make
buggy, carryall.

S

S

^

^

Weatkert mil Wemtken.
Almost every
came*

dealer in Main*

PORTLAND,

aa

other aabahes ao thoroughly.

no

burgess.

_

CATARRH

your

—

the dis-

stamp is enclosed

HYOMEI
AND END

The ideal colors

automobile or (arm wagon look
like NEW.
CmUm Oaahty aaJ Brtllaacy In
Eicepttoael Mcuaro.
Yon simply cannot buy a better
ol
coach colors than PORT*
line
LAND. As (or wear it

highly
suffering from

two-cent

BREATHE

iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii

Sr

At\

.....

hereby certify that after treatment by

May 31,1912.

=

wonder-

Lumbago and Neuralgia.
John Barborit.
Justice of the Peace of
McLean Township, Ft.

ease

4^

won

ful RHEUM A will do.
G. A. Parcber sella it
for only 50 cents a bottle. and guarantee* it
for Rbeumati*m. cioat.

to

—

Walks As Well As

Ever After Using Two JSO-Cent
Bottles of Rheums.

4. That the death lots from tuberculosis in the United States every five years is
almost twice the mortality on both sides
during the Civil war?
5. That there are 10,000 positive cases in

One
candidate was inthe final degrees, and a harvest supper was served. The entertain-

or

want to get rid of rile
Catarrh why not give Booth's flt|>
If you

really

MJ3I treatment a fair trial.
G A. I'archer is authorized to refund your money if you think y°“
hare not been benefited, and on tb»t
basis every Catarrh victim in Ellsworth ought to start to banish <-*•
tarrh this very day.

HYOMEI is a soothing, healing
antiseptic air made from Australian
it
Eucalyptus and other antiseptics;
kills Catarrh germs and contains no
poisonous drugs. Simple instructions
for use in each package. Complete
outfit, *1.00; extra bottles, 60c.

present.

structed in

ment for the evening was a “hunting expedition”. Howard Young and Edward
Gott were the moat successful hunters, securing the prizes. There are twocaudi-

WEAR

Mlffiji

RUBBERS
This winter

llMMSA
STOMACH

this

ilbbtTti*tinnu«.

indigestion

Mr. Scates is of the opinion that those
interested in good rc*ds should immediately get to~3tber and frame a definite
proposition to be placed before the legis-

to hasten the needed

or

gastritis, MI-O-NA

wm

end your troubles or G. A. Parche
will refund your money.
This same offer applies to distrea
after eating, gas, food fermentation,

! program.”

William T. Haines, governorlature.
elect, is known to have some opinions
concerning good roads, construction in
this State. He thoroughly appreciates the
need of good roads, and will probably do

TABLETS
Banish Dyspepsia and Keep Stomach
In Good Condition.
No matter how long you'have suffered from a miserable, upeetstomacu.

prepared

possible
improvement.

Hancock Pomona grange held ita annual
meeting with Halcyon grange, North
Biuehili, Oct. 5. Officers were elected for

carried out.

“we shall be able to save a great deal of
to do something
time and be
worth while in the next legislature. If
we do not obtain the necessary facts to
work upon the delay may result in a postponement of carrying oat this important

is

345, NORTH BLUEHILL.

the

direction immediately so that the next
legislature may have some definite plan to
work upon.
“If we can obtain the facts now through
the highway department,” said Mr. Scates,

all that

was

regular meeting of Halcyon
grange Oct. 5, about 175 patrons were
present, including visitors from nine
The third and fourth degrees
granges.
were conferred and an
interesting proAt

because of his

efforts that the last

committee
Julien

presented, consisting of readings, recitations, music, etc. Gentlemen will fill the
chairs at the next meeting.

j

was

Lona

a

Emery,
Rich, George Fogg,
date is Wednesday,

follows:

RAINBOW, 2U3, NORTH BROOK8VILLE.
Rainbow grange met Thursday evening.
After business the literary program was

—

and it

Smith,

made to hold the

KARRAMISSIC. 224, ORLAND.
Narramissic grange held its regular session Saturday evening, Oct. 6, with a j
larger attendance than usual. There were ;
visitors from Verona and Alamoosook. It
was decided that the ladies of the grange
circle, in conjunction with the executive
committee, should attend to the repairing
of the dining-room. In the absence of
the lecturer, no program was presented.

exactly satisfactory, and which are
likely to occasion difficulty. One of these
j is a provision that the money raised upon
road
bonds
be
distributed equitably

already,

POMONA.’13.

HANCOCK

Alley. The
Oct. 16. Higgins’ orchestra will furnish
music thoughout the evening.

not

line

as

were

fair, and

Clarence

law.

!

Plans

annual grange

There are some phases of the constitutional amendment, however, which are

“The bitter heartache
At the setting of the sun.”

interesting program.

this disease?
MARIAVILLE, *41.

Dear Aunt Madge and all Af. B.-itts:
What good things fill the M. B. column in must be made to make it equitable
this week's issue of Sept. 25. The reunion has ! whether it should be made in accordance
certainly fulfilled its mission and started us with the valuation, the population or the
all going again. And the poem sent by W! | miles of roads in the several counties. All
’tIs that “sin of omission” that has al- of these
O!
things must be considered.
ways been my stumbling block—so many little |
John Clark Scates, of Westbrook, who
some
for
dear
of
something
doing
plans
has been elected
representative from
friend or a needy one get set aside by the
will undoubtedly have a great
busy, every-day duties, until all at once we Westbrook,
the one deal to do with the framing of the good
awake to the fact that it is too late
roads law in the next legislature. Mr.
we planned to help is beyond reach or the opScates has done a great deal along this
portunity has passed, and so

I trust the other sisters do not need this
little sermon in \erse on omissions, that W.
I am so glad to learn that
has selected.
A. M. Y. had such good success with her pictures, and shall want some, for I am very
sorry to report that mine were a failure; in
lact, my camera, for some reason, refused to
snap, and my roll of films were all blanks, but
that of our hostess, Dell, with our
one
guests, Aunt Sue and her husband, whom I
snapped on the broad piazza. As the camera
condescended to reproduce them and no
others, it must follow that they were of much
iqore consequence than the rest of the M. B.
clan. I was much disappointed not to get the

_

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening, Oct. 5, with a good attendance. There
is a program contest between the single
The married
married members.
and
members gave a fine program last week.
Next Saturday night will be single members’ night. It is requested that all come
prepared. The third and fourth degrees
were conferred upon one candidate.

—

live.
The Endeavorer is in partnership with
the Prophet of Nazareth, the Son of
God.
“Throughout my whole life I will,”
do what? "I will endeavor to lead a
Christian life," that Is to say, a life of
which the Christ is the Inspiration and
the pattern.
In an honest and earnest effort to redeem this pledge there will come Inevitably a development of likeness to
Him who “did no sin.” But this likeness can be most satisfactorily developed only by lifelong effort—Rev.
B. B. Tyler, D. D.

“What

START RIGHT.

among the several counties. The act does
not specify just how this distribution

we

_

MA86APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUSHILL.
An interesting session of Massapaqua
grange was held Oct. 3, although the attendance was not Urge
only eighteen.
The program included discussion of the

roll-call.

j

at the annual

songs and conunorums. Winfred Clark
and wife favored the grange with several

all

as

the hearts of those

j

would have had a
extended you, if only you could have been

403, WEST ELLSWORTH,
Harvest Home grange met Oct. ,5; master in the chair; eighteen members present. After business, the lecturer presented a fine program of topics, reading,
HARVEST HOME,

good to have you there,
Charity; and we hope these letters of
those who were able to be there will warm

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.’t:
1 did hope to be at that reunion, bat it was
impossible. Never mind; I’ll get there some
The next thing to being
time. I’m sure.
those present” was reading the fine
j “among
in
the
M.
B.
column,
; report
i How I would like to see Aunt Maria’s beautiful flowers! My dahlias were very fine, hot
the gale last week nearly destroyed them. Do
you all grow Chinese primroses for winter
blooming? They are easily grown from seed
and will bloom all winter with very little snn.
Can any of the sisters tell me where I can
get rag carpet woven? I want to make a piece
of the silk rag carpet for portieres.
I saw
some in a summer cottage recently, and they
were very pretty.
I suppose you are all making preaerves and
pickles, so will send a rule for sour pickles
that is both easy and good.
Boca Pickles—To one gallon of cold vinegar
add one cupful each of sugar, salt and ground
mustard. Put in cucumbers as fast as you
get them, until you get all the vinegar will
cover.
They will be ready for use in a few
weeks, keep well, and are excellent.

X. Y. Z., each of you
cordial, hearty greeting

the grangers

t

or

I

and

recess

over

■

Indeed, E

It is not a book for

some one might get “grummitty
the space I atu using. Good for you
“All Done?"
Do come again!
Your letter
was better than medicine.
I think we all have very pleasant memories
of the reunion, and I hope it did each one
Chakity.
present as much good as it did

stop

|

It is well that the words "throughout my whole life" are a part of the
Christian Endeavor pledge.
This unique pledge is a personal
covenant Into which each Endeavorer
enters with onr Lord Jesus Christ
Into this covenant we voluntarily
enter, not for a limited period of time,
This is,
but for the whole of life.
therefore, serious and important business, "and therefore la not by any to
be entered into unadvisedly or lightly,
but reverently, discreetly, advisedly,
soberly and In the fear of God."
To understand that one is entering
j
Into, or has entered into, an agree- i
ment for life has much to do with the
development of character, and character Is the one supremely Important asset In life.
Consider the person with whom we
enter into covenant when he sign the j

After

hall, w here supper
After supper a short prowas served.
gram was rendered, consisting of remarks
by the visiting members. Music, Bister
Btrout; readings. Sisters Barron, Smith,
Estey and Marks; music. Sister Btrout.
Bister Orcutt’s health was reported as

home, and which were ao lovely that I took
them to the church Sunday morning, that
others might enjoy their beauty.
I shall not forget the piazza call she made
me after attending church
with her sister
Ford—and some one called out: “Another M.
B. reunion," aud there was Aunt Madge coming across the street. How “clannish" we feel
when two or three o! us meet! Now, 1 must

j

Throughout Lift.

degrees.

marched to the lower

better than last week.

j

BIBLE READINGS.
Ps. 1, 1-6; 111, 7-0; Jer. xll, 1. 2;
Hos. xiv, 5-7; Mai. lv, 1, 2; Matt,
xlli, 1-9, 33; Mark lv, 26-32;
Luke 1, 80; Eph. ii, 19-22; v. 1416; Phil, lii, 12-14; 1 Pet ii, 1-3.

476, KX.LSWORTH.
regular meeting of Bayside grange
Called to order by Overwas held Oct. 2.
seer 8. Scott Estey, with fifty-three members and twenty-two visitors present.
Three candidates received the third and

general distribution, as it is too
expensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for
it today.

!

_

The

fourth

Text Book.

an

ngm.
It is

BAYSIDE,

Every woman ought to have
Lydia E. Pinkham’.s MO-page

J

disciples.”

exjiected.

x’lv$iAt'pn^>ixrt'v'^

Mass.

expected.

8CHOODIC, 420, FRANKLIN.
Schoodie grange met in the town ball
Oct. 3, and conferred the first and second
degrees on one candidate. Suggestions
were made for the grange fall work, when
a larger attendance and more interest are

woman,
should be glad to
take advantage of
this generous offer
Adof assistance.
dress Lydia E. Pink- I
ham Medicine Co.,

better lifter be.
_

names are

ouicijf any
rich or poor,

tmuua.

|

j

By Common Sense

A LIFTER.

Maine, and that the disease u.
p,dl7
spreading?
8.
That Maine ia behind
pracliMl.
every other state in the Union

ensniog year as follows:
Norris L. Heath, master; A. T. GUlis,
I overseer; Emma Bowden, lecturer; HerDATES.
Herbert Grindle, asSaturday, Nov. 9— Meeting of Hancock bert Hale, steward;
Pomona with Narrsmissic grange, Or- sistant steward; J. B. Wilson, chaplain;
i E. W. Burrili, treasurer; Sadie E. Dunland.
bar, secretary; Hill Wilson, gate-keeper;
tibook LIN, 251.
Lillie Wood, Ceres; Jennie Whitmore,
The weather being unfavorable, only
Pomona; Jennie Bridges. Flora; Jennie
fourteen members snd one visitor were
Grindle, lady assistant steward.
|
present at the last meeting of Brooklin

Thousands Have Been Helped

dost thou have to be.
Helping all day long:
Holding up the feeble hands.
With thy courage strong?
Weary, oftentimes art thou.
With thine and others’ care;
Thinkest thou some other one
Should help the burdens bear?
one, a secret I
Would impart to you:
Thou canst be a lifter
And a leaner, too.
Thou canst lean on Jesus;
Share with Him thy care;
He. His strength to thee will
To lift thy double share.

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges ol Harcoek county.
The column fa open to all grangers lor the
discussion ol topics ol general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed egAll comcept by permission of the srrtter.
munications still be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

TO SICK WOMEN

A lifter,

nna not

Tbs Christian's Duty.
There nre times, of course, when God
calls us to do unusual and seemingly
fatal things tinder some strenuous circumstances and for bis glory, but such
are seldom, and God has a way of
muking known his will on such occasions, and the whole teaching of the
Bible is that while we are bidden to
trust our
heavenly Father for all
things needful and not to fear when
the path of right, yet we
we are In
are to observe the laws of health and
common sense and be generally sane
and obedient.

AiTBT

4‘Helpful and Hopeful.”

Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It la for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopefuf
Being for the common good. It Is f#r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and ltssuccess tependslargely
Comon the support given u in this respect
munication* must t>e signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by pern Uhos.
Communication* will be subject to approvalot
rejection by the editor of the column, nut none
Address
will be re,jected without good reason
ail communications to
The Americas,
Ellsworth. Me.

Praysr Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Oct. 13, 1912.

yet attained the goal, out arm
"pressed forward to the prize of the
high calling of God In Christ Jesus."
If. after such a life and such experiences, Paul still saw room for improvement, the possibility of still
greater service, how little may we
hope to reach such a point of perfection, such a standard of service that
for us “there Is nothing beyond?"
Have we advanced? There Is still a
possibility of further advancement
Have we labored earnestly and faithfully? There is still work to be done
and work that we can do.
Christian growth is gradual, progres
give. Christ taught this fact when lie
declared that It was like the growth
of grain, “First the blade, then the
ear; then the full corn in the ear.”
Step by step the proepss continues.
The order Is always the same; It Is
never reversed.
God is orderly in all
that He does. This law Is the same in
the spiritual world as in the natural
world. Saints are not born, but develSkilled laborers are not the
oped.
work of a day, but of years. This fact
should warn us against too great expectations and at the same time should
encourage and inspire us.
Perhaps we
do not grow as we feel that we should.
Let us not get discouraged, but always
remember that all growth Is gradual
and progressive.
The test of doing better is seen In results.
The object of growth Is fruit
bearing. Spiritual growth will always
manifest Itself in spiritual fruit The
grace of God and communion with
Christ are given to us that we may
"bear much fruit So shall we be His

**

waiting for the Brat and second deOct. 19.
grees, which will be conferred
At the next meeting, Oct. 12, there will be
dates

3mong tl)t ®>rtfngti8.

heaviness, sourness, sea or car
ness and vomiting of pregnancy

sic

No matter what ails your stomac,

I

put your faith .in MI-O-NA st0®*.
Tablets, a prescription that
boxI
after all others rail. Large
tr
cents America over.
merit from Booth’s MI-O-NA, Buff
do.
will
N. Y. A postal request

FjreettlW

>

day aften.oon. A great many out-oftown people were
present, among them
relatives and friends from
Ellsworth, Sulbrookun.
livan. Swan's Island, Southwest
Harbor,
hit clam factory. West Goulds
has
opened
boro, Corea and Prospect
y 3 £ane
Harbor.
in
Rev.
la
vialting
Mr.
SedgWood, of Sullivan, ofJordan
MiM Marie
ficiated. The

N1W8.

yUNTY

flowers

if ick

MrJ.
betterSmith
r i

ii

from

returned

and

many

Oct. 7.

Jkn.

Tatnter, who has been ill,

George

were

beautiful.

Add'* Wood returned to Boston
Monday-

LAMOINE.
Mrs. W. K. Salisbury is ill.
Miss Abbie Coolidge is employed in the
home of Mr. King, of Eden.
F. L. Hodgkins and wife spent several
days in Rockland last week.

Boston

COUNTY NEWS.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Edgar 8. Wood
Bangor.

-_—

Rev. A. C. Plummer, for twenty years
of the Stale prison at Thomaston, retires this month. He will move to
Union.

SARGENTVILLE.

chaplain

has returned from

a

trip

to

Charles Foster and wife visited friends
in Bangor last week.
Herbert Simmons is the guest of his
sons in Cambridge, Mass.

Mrs. Yube Grant, of East Millinocket,
aged thirty-two, was shot and killed in
her florae Thursday by James Cannon,
aged forty-five, a former boarder with the
Grants, who was turned out because of
annoying attentions to Mrs. Grant.

Mrs. Marietta JDority is attending the
school at Castine.

normal

GASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.

JL>elmar Miller, aged twenty-three, oi
Benjamin C. Sargent is spending a few
Rath, was accidentally killed while gunwil1 *tt*n<1
with
his
son in Boston.
Fly*
days
AR
ning Monday, flis companion, Ernest
week.
Miss Lilia E. McIntyre spent Sunday
eorth this
Mulligan, was emptying his rifle, when a
is
the
ot
of
Boston,
guest
with
her
Bluehiil.
at
Mrs. Fred Hodgkins is visiting her sisparents
Mrs. Sewcome,
The bullet
cartridge was discharged.
Eaton,
ter, Mrs. Robie Norwood, at Southwest
Arthur H. Sargent, wife and son Edward struck Miller, who died before a hospital
j|i» Ethel
wife
entertained
at Harbor.
and
are spending the week in Boston.
could be reached.
-Weston Gott
Fred Boynton, of New Hampshire, has
For the second time in two years, the
Wesley L. France is spending several
Jgist Monday evening.
who haa bean employed at been visiting his sister,
Mrs. W. F. weeks with his son in Mesboppen, Pa.
voters of Waterville on Monday rejected
R,y Griffin,
.sat home.
Hutchings.
Elmer E. Cummings and family spent the charter agreed to, to place the city
Eppimt. >' H„
under a commission form of government,
and wife, of Malrose,
Mrs. Charles Hodgkins is caring for her Sunday with friends at North Bluehiil.
Victor A Friend
this time by an overwhelming majority.
were in town last week.
aunt, Mrs. Nathan Leland, of Trenton,
Mrs. Evie M. Kimball and son Ellwood
The vote in favor of the new form of govhave returned to their home in Bangor.
has returned from Ver- who is seriously HI.
Engsne Ksne
ernment was cut down nearly one-half
be has been employed.
The Baptist church will have a roll-call
where
from that of a year ago.
Miss Josephine L. Hinckley spent part
mont,
next
Saturday afternoon, foUowed by a of last week with her aunt at North BlueKsne and family have gone to
Hon. Charles M. Moses, of Saco, died
» Wallace
social and a picnic supper.
will be employed.
hill.
last Wednesday, aged sixty-two years.
Gardiner, where be
Master Herman Holt is spending the
circle will meet with
Mrs. E. S. Wood and daughter Marian Mr. Moses was collector of the port of
The church aid
afternoon. week with his uncle, Capt. Arthur Holt spent last week with friends in Bluehiil Portland for twelve years, and mayor of
Mr*. Jub* Jackson Wednesday
Biddeford in 1878 and again in 1880. He
Falls.
and David Cole spent a and wife, at South Qouldsboro*
was on the republican ticket as a
IlMiss Jennie Cole
presiMiss Flora Stratton, who is teaching at
Miss Grace Wood has returned from dential elector in 1884, and was a delegate
days last week in Camden and Banto
the national convention at Minneapolis
Winter Harbor, spent the week-end with Washington, Me.,
where
she visited
gor.
in 1892.
her mother, Mrs. C. M. Stratton.
friends.
A. Herrick haa been drawn to

Thursday

KBs-

court *1

The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the

Signature
of

{sir

on

term

of

Oct. 7.

Jury at the October

the traverse

R. H.

court.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

aociety

Home

s’.

Harri

will bold

its fair

William Emery, who has been employed
at Bar Harbor, is home for the winter.

and sapper at Matonio halt Wednesday,
evening. Get. 23.
Stra- Peter Moore, who baa been visitbaa returned to
ing Mrs. U irdner Carter,
Southwest Harbor.
Clarence Moore and family, of Port
Townsend, Wash., are gueata of Capt. H.
T. Wells and wife.

Mrs. Henry E. Bartlett left Wednesday
for Lawrence, Mass., to visit her sister,
Mrs. E. W. Benn.

Benjamin Knowles and wife, of Springfield,
Mass., visited at Mrs.
Lydia
Springer’s recently.
Mrs. Lydia Springer and her greatgranddaughter, Beatrice Burkhart, spent
Sunday in Trenton.
Samuel N. Eaton, eighty-three years
old, went to Ellsworth Saturday for the
first time in eight years.
Mrs. William Emery went to Bar Harwas
bor last week. She
accompanied
home by her granddaughter, Marjorie
Leighton.
Joseph Carter is at home for a few days

South Bluehlll
gone
H. M.
to Operate the clam factory for the Farnsworth Packing Co. this fall.
Pease baa

to

Mrs. Ells Bellows, who was called North
by tbe illness and death of her aiater, Mrs.
Rosa Snow haa returned to Virginia.
E. J. carter, of Stonlngton, presented
tteBnsiklin library aaaociation with Jin
Hit week, towards the building fund.
Tbe bign school held a social in the
grange hall Friday evening. It was well
attended. The gueaa cake was won by
Miss Skelton and Mahlon Hill.
Uw* Femme.
Oct. 7.

having bis oats threshed. Mrs. Carter,
with infant daughter Carrie, will return
with him to visit her mother in Sullivan.
Oct. 7.
Hubbard.

Mrs. Susan Grindal

left Monday for
Lynn, Mass., to spend the winter with her
brother.

ELLSWORTH
The

Kg**.
Fresh

on

atrew.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

SOITTHWEBT HARBOR.
Erwin Bracy and wife, of Portland,
visiting Arnos Bracy and wife.

A

are

Sept.

Vegetables.
16 Tomatoes, B>
06 808
Potatoes, pk,
06 Bunch carrots,
06
Lettuce, head
05 Cabbage,
03
String beans,
05 Squash,
02bj u03
Parsnips, tb,
04
01{t£02 Onions, fl>
encumbers,
10
Sweet potatoes, B>
03
Cauliflower,
25
Green tomatoes, pk, 25 Celery,
Fruit.
40 350
35 340
Lemons, doz
Oranges, doz
25 Cranberries, qt, 08 <j!0
Pears, doz,
10 Peaches, doz,
30
Tokay grapes, B>,
22
Basket grapes,

of the

voration

trip

morn-

to Boston and other

day

O.

Gould, of Ellsworth, are spending
days at Mrs. Merchant’s borne.

with E. L. Dunn, of Bangor,
George H. Berlin, of Ridley Park, Pa.,
recently returned from a fishing trip to
camp Snuggery on Brandy pond. It was

Coffee—per

_

BLUE HILL FALLS.
Meservey sisters, of Camden,
visiting here.
The

a

month

putting

up

large addition aud a
built at “Shore Acres’’.
A

new

cellar will be

atudenta.

G. O. Richardson is giving a series
excellent sermons to a union congregation, as the Congregational church has
not yet «ucceeded In finding a candidate
for the vacancy left by the resignation of
Mr. Robinson.
Oct- 7.
SPRAY.

B.

Frank Teagle and wife came from Cleveland, O., in their automobile for a short

of

visit last week.

jI

a

well

near

his

barn.

Martha Gray is working for Mrs. Brooks
Cousins.
soon
Mr. and Mrs. Uraflam and son are
to

move

away.

Clement is employed at A. A.
Goodell’s mill.
Walter

Miss Edith Torrey
Minnie Gray.

Nathan Eaton has moved his family to
Ms home at Mountainville.

is with

her

sister,

Mrs.

Miss Lizzie Gray has gone to BrooksDaniel Greenlawe, of Roelindale, Mass.,
ville to work lor Mrs. Frank Billings.
«
visiting bis aiater, Mrs. 8. F. Torrey.
Mrs. Julia Nevells and daughter Olive
Miss Lois Calderwood, of Dorchester,
I have returned home from Dark Harbor.
M««m is the gueat of Mrs. Margaret
Eddie Carter is homo from lslesboro,
Adams.
where he has been employed the past
Mr#. Charles Austin and little daughter | summer.
AMoline left for Boston and vicinity last
Oct. 7.
___

ing the

summer.

Mrs. Patch, of
Winthrop, Mass., who
spent a
few weeks at “Oakhuret
Farm”, left Wednesday.

^

Misses Laura
n*ve

spent

Rebecca Torrey, who
summer
here, went to

and

the

Dorchester. Maas., Thursday.
Del. 7.

•_

L.

QOU LD8BORO.

Miss Etta Foaa,

Mtrbor,

was

at

who is

home

over

^veral Gouldsboro
•nielt
cess.

fishing are

employed

engaged in
meeting with good sucmen

The camp-fire
girls went on
WAe
to Noonan’s
n»fi

Saturday

a

at Bar

Sunday.

j

NORTH DEER ISLE.
into Mr.
George Knights has moved
Ellis’ house.
and bride arrived
Ifcpt. Harold Hardy
last Thursday.
CamMrs. Mabel Holden has gone to
winter.

bridge, Mass., to spend the
and
Morris Powers, Edward KogerB
from yachting.
Capt. Whiting are home

Capt.

Delmont

Torry is home while his

New
vessel is loading at Htoninglon for
York.
Oct. 7.
___

SOUND.
McKusick
Roy Wasgatt and Percy
lobsteriug and Ashing.
McKnsick, wife and child, of Bar
are

ail-dayRalph
ledge. They Harbor, apent Sunday
an

pleasant time.

The grange fair will be held Wednesday
noon. There will be a dance in the
«vening. music by Roberts’ orchestra.
*f ter

The funeral of Mrs. Mary Bowie was
neld in the Methodist church here Tuea-

charge

of

and 1 had

Corned,

Veal:

Steak,

Mr.

John

Ezra

B.

28

Roasts,
Lamb:
Lamb,

|

Wil-

Dunn

and

separated, and

went down

a

mile.

of

Little

The fish

were

biting very well that morning, and we
were paddling along quietly w’hen suddenly we came upon a large bull moose
not

swimming in the stream.
“The fiies were apparently
than

more

we

did,

and he

swim-

the water.

there,

we were

Mr.

guide

came

a

guide.
rxjriiu

uau

uim

uuc

mu

Log;

Edgar

Fogg, of Lewiston,

J.

was

awarded

AND MEASURES.

15 Prizes in Domestic Science
State Fair, Lewiston, this year.

at the Maine

always
speaks

WILLIAM

uses

in the

Cake and

highest

TELL

terms of its

She

FLOUR, and

quality for Bread,

Pastry baking.

Everybody

Ask for it

Does

(21)

on

means

Mr.

to about

08
12

the Track
serious trouble
of the fast express
ahead if not removed, so does loss of appetite.
It means lack of vitality, loss of strength, and
take
If appetite fails,
nerve
weakness.
Electric Bitters quickly to overcome the
cause by toning up the stomach and curing
Michael
the indigestion.
Hessheimer, of
Lincoln, Neb., had been sick over three years,
but six bottles of Electric Bitters put him
right on his feet again.
They have' helped
thousands. They give pure
blood, strong
nerves, good digestion. Only 50 cents at all
A

Berlin going up with his canoe
distance of fifteen feet to get
better pictures. We remained there with
the moose for more than two hours, and
bad time to send for Mr. Dunn and his

him,

Cod,
Shad.B.

14

Founds;

Berlin and

up, and Mr. Berlin took
several fine shots at him with his camera.
We were able to get right up close to
his

Mrs.

Fish.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS

ming around and around in the stream,
trying to rid himself of the pests. Occasionally he would roll over, and only his
hoofs would stick out of

14
15

A bushel of
Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and tit for shipping, is 60
pounds: of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order aud fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds: of onions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
ndian meal,50pounds; of parsnips, 45pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure ss by agreement.

bothering
was

15
08

the Prize Winner

15
25

25
320 Clams, qt,
50
Flour, Grain and Feed.
60
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
6 00 37 50 Shorts—bag 1 50 31 65
Mix feed, bag 1 65a 1 75
1 80
Corn, 1001b bag
180 Middlings,bg 1 65 <j2 00
Corn meal,bag
1 80
Cracked corn,

Mr. Williams aud I

below the mouth

Gaugus about half

325

15 325
Fr«sh

his

24

Lard,

15318

me.
Mackerel, each,
Haddock.
guide left Big! Halibut.
!
to
fish
Little
The
other
Gaugus.
Gaugus
Ousters, qt,

“Mr.

22

Ham, per lb
Shoulder.
Bacon,
Salt,

William Tell

kuo

and he wanted to get a picture of
the moose leaving the water, but the
animal was not disposed to do so. We
wanted to get him to leave by the rightcamera

druggists.

aSDrrtiannnua

of the stream and he wanted to
went
go on the other side. Mr. Mclninch
to the left-hand shore and with his long
canoe-pole tried to force the moose back

Slice it
as you
use it

hand bank

WEST SEDGWICK.
James B. Gray is digging

guide.

a

Chop,

845
20 330
10^15
25

liams, of Great Pond, with

"ftir.

Mrs. Blanche Dunham returned Friday
from North Orland, where she spent the
past month with her parents.
CRUMBS.
Oct. 7.

REACH.

Bradley,

of

for

in

canoe was

“While

Mattie Dowe, of Bucksport, is spending
her vacation with Mrs. A. R. Conary.
Mrs. B. A. Wood and Miss Susie Wood
have returned to New York for the winter.

Rev.

Tuesday.
^•pt. A. F. Holden arrived Saturday
from Bar
Harbor, where he has beeu dur-

Baker,

him

Conary and son Wiley returned
Thursday from a trip to New York.
A.

Bangor on Tuesday calling on their son
Donald, a freshman at the U. of M., where
Raymond Somes, Elmer Marshall and
John Ward, of this town, are also enter-

£va Gray baa been spending a few days
*itn Mrs. 8. T. Lowe.
Mrs.9. 8. Foster, of Neponaet, Mass., is
siting friends here.
Mias Uebecoa (Jreenlawe went to her
homt* in Boston Tuesday.

Berlin’s

Mclnmch

city

I

Rice, per B>
O63O8
20g25
Cracked wheat,
05
04
Oatmeal, per B>
2U
Buckwheat, pkg
0-la 05
Graham,
Rye meal,
04^05
Gran meal, B»
03
Oil—per gal—
1 15
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,

Pork, tb:

Beef. B»:
Steak,
Roasts,

i

Big Gaugus on a troutfishing trip,” says Mr. Estabrook. “Mr.

chusetts for the winter.

to

The clam factory opened Oct. 2.
Madison Torrey, who has been yachting,
U home.

are

Mrs. Angie Candage has gone to Massa-

poles and combining the wires in a cable.
B. H. Mayo and wife made a quick trip

ing

new

had

co«Pftr:v. cjcvj von;i

Vinegar, gal

Meats and Provisions.

“We left

Dunn

45 365
30y65

B>

Granulated, 06 306U.
Yellow, C
OflaOttKj
10
Powdered,
35<j60
Molasses, gal,

show’ their

to go up the

38
38

Oolong,

Sugar— per

unusual,
affidavit of the whole occurrence and
signed it, having it done in duplicate to

canoes

20 328

Tea—per fi»—
Japan.

experience, to say the least—so
in fact, that the party prepared an

unbelieving friends.
Edgar Mclninch’s camp on
Brandy pond early one morning in three

B>

Rio,
Mocha.
Java.

unusual

canoes

W.

Oct. 7.

The New England Telephone A Telegraph Co. .s doing considerable work in
this vicinity. A Large crew has been busy
than

few

a

have

The tirst football game of the season of
the Southwest Harbor high school was
played with the Northeast Harbor eleven
oo the Herrick held Saturday afternoon.
The gam* proved a tie—6 to 6.

more

are

Mrs. Jarvis and Mrs. H. A. Brown, who
been guests of Mrs. F. M. Watson,
returned to Bar Harbor Wednesday.

with her sisters.

for

into

Forrest Brackett, of Sebago lake, spent
Sunday with his mother, at W. T. Coggins'.
Mrs. Maria Merchant and Mrs. Eunice

W. Cousins will have charge of
the store during the absence of Mr. Somes.
Mrs. Alice Hodgkins, of Latnoine, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Roble Norwood.
Mias Eunice Coggins, who is again teaching at Seal Cove, spent Saturday and Suncities.

Han-

home from

thc cbmtaoo

Groceries.

Bangor, who,

an

Levy Heed has moved his family
Capt. C. E. Martin’s house.
Misa Ophelia and Loetie Wooster
visiting F. M. Staples at Belfast.

vacation.

a

C. 8. Colwell and wife

Mrs. F. M. Watson, left Wednesday, for
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Marion Sawyer, who ia employed
in Rockland as stenographer and bookkeeper. was at home last week for a short
Mias

left this

born to

16.

C. L. Smith has moved
cock Point.

Mbs Anna Brown is taking a two*
weeks' vacation, a part of the time to be
spent at tier home in Northeast Harbor.

Arthur Somes and wife

son was

CASTORIA

Loose.10 312
Baled.
16

big game in the Maine woods that
afforded Wilbur A. Estabrook, of

was

40 346

Fowl.18g20
Chickens.20<j22

Bangor men in the party, as follows:
Few sportsmeu have had the experience
with

laid, per doz.

Poultry.

When M. 8. Smith returned to Ellsworth
recently from a month’s stay at Great
Pond, he brought down a good story of
the amazing antics of a bull moose which
held up a party of sportsmen and Great
Pond guides on the Guagus. The story is
one

oi

loose, per ton.14 316
Baled.18£20

Sportsmen
Guagus.

by

range

Hey
Best

Amuses

Maine Wooda

the

Country Produce,

ANTICS OF A MOOSK.

told in the

give

Creamery per ft.86340
Dairy.30 $86

Mrs. Frank M. Redman and son Carlton,
Newton Lower Falls, Mass., are guests
of Mrs. Mary Milliken.
Oct. 7.
Sim.

the

oeiow

quotations

Batter.

of

HI* Fellow

M.RKKTS.

retail prices hi Ellsworth;

Scott R. Lymburner, wife and son Paul
recently visited Mr. Lymburner’s brother
in Wiscasset.

and

ing for

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
>

_

Frank

seres

here.

was
the
Arthur Jordan, of Trenton,
week-end guest of his brother A. C.
Miss Helen Chapman, after several days
last Thurshere, returned to Bar Harbor
day.
Oct. 7.

TheSainelnEllsworth

into the water. He went so near to him
that he struck him several times with the
canoe-pole in the nose and prodded him
in the back. Finally Mr. Berlin, who got

behind

some

ture of the

alders, got

moose

just

as

very good picMclninch was in

a

Kllsworth Falls Residents

Speak

And it’s convenient—no package to crowd your

Economical,

estimated that the moose was four or five
and weighed about 800 pounds.”

proved

eradicating
in arresting and completely
scrofula, which Is almost as serious and as
relative—counear
its
as
feared
to
be
much

umption.—Advt.

to

for years

complaint

“I

for

was

quite

and, procuring
They benefited
recommend

A

more
no

for

package

your
to

pay for.

i

friend

a

box,
me

I

began using

greatly.

this remedy

to

I

them.

willingly

anyone

af-

flicted with kidney complaint.”
For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents,

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United Btates.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

you get

troubled by kid-

awhile.

recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills to me,

no

spill.

Hamilton, Mill 8t., Ellsworth

Falls, Me., says:
ney

—

past.

Hiram W.
(

too

money—there’s

threw

The Royal Month and the Royal Disease.
Sudden changes of weather are especially
trying, and probably to none more so than to
the scrofulous and consumptive. The progress of scrofula during a normal October is
commonly great. We never think of scrofula
—its bunches, cutaneous eruptions, and wasting of the bodily substance-without thinking of the g eat good many sufferers from it
have derived from Hood’s Sarasparilia, whose
radical and permanent cures of this one disease are enough to make it the most famous
medicine in the world. There is probably not
has
a city or town where Hood’s Sarasparilia
its merit in more homes than one,
not

the tobacco from dry-

keeps

out.

pocket—nothing

years old

s

No other form
of tobacco keeps its
natural flavor and moisture like Sickle Plug, because

ing

Public.

sticks at him, and
It is just the same in Ellsworth Falls
from time to time be would charge us, but
with the light canoes we had no difficulty as
in
friends
here
Ellsworth; our
in getting out of the way. Two men on
in
same
out
the
earuest
there
glad,
speak
the shore hitting him and prodding him
with their canoe-poles did not prevent the ! way as so many grateful Ellsworth men
stream by the
moose from leaving the
and women have spoken in these columns
left-hand bank, as was his first intention.
1

real, royal

the plug
Out for the Welfare of the

When the moose
any way he w’auted to.
left the stream Mr. Williams chased him
into the woods, but he came back again.
“While we were trying to get him out on
wre

a

smoke

the act of prodding him.
“Even a revolver shot fired between th6
moose and the left shore where he was
trying to get out did not turn him back,
and as we found he was getting very ugly,
we decided to let him leave the stream

the shore

For

JOHNSON’S = LINIMENT
Used 102 Years for Internal and External Ills

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains
that may come any time?
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
troubles, bums, cuts, chaps, etc.
25c and 80c everywhere

1. S. J01NS0N * CB.Boston, Mass.

Abbrttiifmrnt*.

\
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UP AGAINST THE HURDLES.

times of 1893-97, do not gleefully regard the outlook for a tariff-forrevenue only bill whioh is sure to follow Mr. Wilson’s election. Times are

Stye tfrllswortt) 2Ymcrican

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THE

no section,” says Dun’s Review,
“is definite complaint of deficiency
in trade now heard, while in most
sections there is pronounced buoyancy with the volume of business in
excess of former years, an urgent de-

“in

HANCOCK OOUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. RoLLIHS, Editor and Manager.
w. H, Titus, Associate Editor.

inbscrlprlon Price—$2.00

a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If raid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 pet

VICTOR and EDISON Talking Machines
SMALL INSTRUMENTS OP ALL KIND8

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, Z "T

mand for immediate delivery, and a
satisfactory demand for future delivery reaching well into next year.”
No such restlessness among working-

vear.

Advertlslrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made payable to The Hancock Coumtt Publishing
Co., EUbW -rth, Maine.

eon Daniel, Terr,
Jr., married
Tryphosia Hadlock.
Mary Andrews, who married Samuel
was
great-granddaughter of
Hadlock,
Ensign William Andrew*, mentioned

American is 2.550 copies.

They came from Cbebaoco and
Among
■ettled at the Hadlock ponds.
their descendants were the Manchester*,
CApt. Samuel Hadlock and Col. William
Hadlock, of Isleaford. Oen. Andrew B.
^purling also descended from this couple.
Jonathan Andrews, son of Ensign William, and grandson of Lieut. John, settled
Hla son,
Me., In 1732.
tt Scarboro,
Ephraim, and daughter Sarah, (who
settled at
married Sylranu* Scott)

likely to be demanded.

ibove.

of Massachu2,352
Average for the year of 1911,
setts, a democrat, last week threw a
bombshell into the democratic camp
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1912
by declaring that the high tariff is not
responsible for the high cost of living,

Douglas,

Ex-Qov.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NATIONAL SELECTION,

direct issue on this point with
Mr. Wilson, and in such a manner as
is sure seriously to affect the demo-

taking

NOV. 5, 1912.

cratic contention that a low tariff will
reduce the cost of living.
A tariff which protects American
industry from disastrous foreign competition and reserves to Ameri-

FOR PRESIDENT,
William H. Taft,
OF OHIO.

VICE-PRESIDENT,
James S. Sherman,
FOR

labor and enterprise the larger
share of the American market, worth
more than all other markets of the
world together, is manifestly an indispensable agency in keeping up

Reasonable Message.
republican Scale committee
met at Augusta
last Friday under
Flushed
most unusual circumstances.
with victory in a hard-fought State
campaign in which not a note of disA

The

sounded, it in one breath
congratulated a united party on its
success last month, and in the next
recognized the danger of defeat next
month because of a divided party.
It listened with respectful attention
to the various views expressed as to
how the campaign should be con-

a

most

ing-inevitable defeat.
One comfort remains, however, and

nomination.”

will

so

To the Republican* of Maine:
At the Bangor convention, in April, yon
elected a State committee for the purpose of
organizing the party and conducting a cam*
paign which should result in the triumph of
the principles of the republican party, under
which the people of our State and nstion
have signally prospered during the years of
the last half century, and the election of its
duly chosen candidates.
We congratulate the republican party and
the people of Maine upon the happy results
attained in the State contest by the election
of a governor and legislature which will give
to the State an able, competent, honest and
economical administration of its affairs.
But the duty of your State committee has
not yet been fully performed. We ask you
and all the citizens of Maine, irrespective of
past political party affiliations, to join with
as in an active, fair and dignified campaign
for the triumph of the party's great national
cause and the election of its regularly nomi* j
nated candidates, William H. Taft and James
S. Sherman.
(Signed) Republican State Committee.
Oct. 4, 1912.

Following this came the statement i
of Hon. W. 0. Fhilbrook, chairman of i
the State committee, giving assur- I
that “the committee stands
ready to do anything in its power to i
further the election of Mr. Taft and

|

until he

is

fully

re-

Pullmans,

passenger

full-blown
cinnamon

|
j

rose

day

one

rose

some

bush.

The

evidence of

TO

KILL

from

buds

which has

people

of

long been
Ellsworth.

eyesore to the
The vote of the

an

unintentionally omitted from
The Amekican’b report of the city meeting last week. It follows:
board

was

Voted. That the city*clerk in writing notify
the owners of the burned, damaged building
lying between Union river and the Peters
block on the north side of Main street, that
said building is unsightly, dangerous and a
nuisance, and ask said owners that said nuisance be abated, removed or altered in compliance with said order.

of

His memory should be
only by hie lineal descend-

not

conduct

courageous, manly

and

men

the

or no

Sir

of a penny on the
the property of the
The select-

revenue.

of whom

Andrews

ith other towns,

were

was

ordered

At a Legall Town Meeting Aug. 23, 1687.
Assembled by Vertue of an order from John
Usher, Eaq. Treaa’er for cboosf ng a Commlu'er
to join with ye Selectmen to assess ye Inhabitants according to an act of his Excellency
Ye Governor A Council, for Levying rates.
Then Considering that the ad act doth infringe their Liberty as Free bourne English
subjects of his Majesties by interfearing with
ye Statutory Laws of the Land, By which it is
enacted that no taxes shall be Levied on ye
subjects with out consent of an aasembly
chosen by ye Freeholders for ye same.
They do Therefore Vote, that they are not
willing to choose a Commiss’er for such an
end with out said privelege. And moreover
consent not that the Selectmen do prosecd to
lay out such rate, until it be appointed by a
General Aasembly, concurring with ye Governor and Counceil.

by

thick

voiea

oy

me wnoie

assembly

twisse.

Andrews and his associates-Appleton,
Goodhue, Kinsman, French, and the minister, Mr. Wise, of Chebaccc, who seemed
to be the

arrested,

adviser
taken

in

to

the

affair

—

were

Boston, imprisoned,

from office. That act
brave, patriotic men and their
disgraceful punishment has been called
“the foundation of American democracy”. in commemoration of that event
the seal of the town of Ipswich bears this
motto: “The Birthplace of American Independence, 1687.”
During that horrible period of the Salem
witchcraft, Lieut. John Andrews and his
four sons joined in a petition, with others,
to Rev. Cotton Mather and otht re, imploring that, if possible, the innocent blood of
their neighbors, John Proctor and wife,
convicted of witchcraft, be spaced.
Lieut. John Andrews and wife, Jane
Jordan, and their son. Ensign William
hoed and removed

of those

came a

Lovell, Me., 1788.
Capt. Isucbar Andrews,

at

pioneer

Edmund and

another brother, settled at Blnehill, Me.
Lieut. Ammi Andrews, another brother,
served at Bunker Hill and in Oen. Arnold's expedition up the Kennebec river,
and was captured at Quebec in 1775. His
great-grandson, lien. C. C. Andrews, of
St. Paul, commanded the division which
captured Fort Blakeley, with 1,400 prisoners, April 8, 1885. The oldest brother,
Isaac Andrews, was a pioneer at Hillsboro,
N. H., 1765. His daughter Elizabeth married Gov. Benjamin Pierce, of New Hampshire, father of President Franklin Pierce.
These were brothers of Mrs. Elizabeth

Thompson.
The wife of Gen. John M. Corse, the
Pass, was a descendant
of Isaac Andrewsabove mentioned. There
were
other gallant soldiers from that
hero of Altoona

inspired

is known ol him

personally. The dates

of death of himself
been

appellations.

found.

Their

and

wife have not

three

daughters

Oak Point. In Trenton, to ailH
below KlUworth, with ewvd-elied
locntlon tor annimrr realdence. Annie el
Ellawomth Loam A Building Am’m.
B,,i*
worth. Me.

gOUSIt—At

month of Union river, lawnr
with shore front, dwell
outbuildings; good well. For dap!
Uculars apply to F. L. Masom. Ellsworth.
eight*room cottage
Hancock St., Ellsworth.
Inquire 01

HOUSE—An

Mas. S. K. Conmick, M Main 8t.

lnquiTTYt
Hoi* Bakery. Water st.. Ellsworth.
BARRELS—A
1 floor barrels.

Za 1.Tt.
BorrlU national bank bu‘ld.
ing, recently occupied by P. K. Hlggio,.
water beat, electric light; one of
the
most desirable offices in Ellsworth.
Inanir«
q ,r*
at Bpmmill National Bamk.

OFFICE—In

oyer C. L Morans'* cloth!
ing*store. Main st. Suitable for doc*
tor’s, lawyer's or insurance office. Inquire
of
M
01
C. L. Morano. Ellsworth.

OFFICES—Suite

tf OUSE—A small tenement withlnftmln.
XX ate* walk of P. O. 4 rooms. Address
P. O. Box 90S. Ellsworth. Me.

Lost

COAT

torn

Cranbhrry

never

Isles and vicinity has
properly written; only por-

been

It is desired to make their
as good a* that of other
branches of the family.
To accomplish
it the family records and sketches of individuals are required. "Bricks cannot
be made without straw."
All who have not done ao are cordially
desired to communicate with the writer
at the address given at the bead of this
article, and contribute the desired informations of

it.

history equally

tion.

and

north at tbe first
warm

kindly

re*

ftflp G&antrt).
FIR

TWIGS
Farmers
Thfamily, women and children, can make
money by cutting and shipping to us. Write
at once for particulars to Pimm Pillow Co..
Wood building. New York.

BALSAM

interesUii
Hancock and adjacent counties
SALESMEN
Salary
commission. Address Tan Vicroa
—

To look after

our

or

Oil Oo.

Cleveland, O.

/StOMP68iTGRH--An opportunity
V_'

one

trade of
office

or

two

young

typesetting.

women

Apply

to
at

is oBered
lesrn the
Amkbican

IRL-Capable girl for gene raihouse work!
jO.
VX Apply at am Hammond 8t.,
Bangor.

To learn

printer’s
BOYAmrmican office.
—

trade

Apply

at

If gal ^otiffa.
STATEMENT OP THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT. CIRCULATION. ETC., of Tbe
Ellsworth American, published weekly st
Ellsworth. Maine, required by the Act of August >4. 1912.
Nor*.—This statement is to be made In duplicate, both copies to be delivered by t&e
l»uHt«her to tbe postmaster, who will *end
one copy to the Third Assistant Postmaster
General (Division of Classification). Washand retain the other in the files
ington. D.
of the postofllce.
postokkh

addnbss

Editor. P. W. Rollins,
Ellsworth. Me.
Managing Editor. F. W. Rollins.
Business Manager, P. W. Rollins,
Publisher. Hancock County Publishing Oo.,
Ellsworth, Me., F. W. Rollins. Manager.
Ellsworth. Me.
Owners: (If a corporation, give names and
addresses of stockholders holding
per
cent, or more of total amount of stock
P. W. Rollins.
Ellsworth. Me.
F. W. Rollins.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 39th
day of September, 1912.
Lrwwooc F. Gilba
N< tart Pub.lc.
[seal.]
(My commission expires May, 1913.
subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

that
executor

ROWLAND W.

HODGKINS, late of HANCOCK.
Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
having demands against the esKrsons
m of mid deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imTuan R. Hodokixs.
mediately.
Hancock, Oct. 7,1*12.
in

the county of

_

cold climate
like

BUsworthTa

Between Lamoine and
short reefer coat. Will floder
to Jomm A. Loan, Ellsworth?
—

mam* or

The writer of this article, a great-grandson of Oapt.
Abraham, is the family
historian, and has been for forty-flve years
engaged in collecting the records of the
family. He served three years in the !6th
Maine regiment.
The history of the branches at Mt.
Desert, Svun s and Gott's islands. Deer
Isle,

lAT*nl°

worth,
PLACE—Near
acres,
ing and

family.

Found At
A creature has been found at last thst
will destroy the nests and caterpillars of
the brown-tail moths. This creature is
the shrike, or butcher bird, a reddishbrown bird about the size of a robin and
frequently mistaken for a robin. Tbe
shrike is a very rapacious bird, feeding
generally upon insects, mice and the English sparrow.
Assistant
Horticulturist
George A.
Yeaton, of Chelsea, reports seeing two
of these birds, while at Hebron a few days
Andrews, lived and died at Chebeoco.
The latter had twelve children, among ago, feeding upon brown-tail motb nests.
whom a daughter, Margaret, who married They were tearing the neats to pieces and
Lieut. Samuel Gott, a weaver, who came eagerly devouring the young caterpillars
from Wenham, Mass., and settled at The fact of the caterpillars being farther
Pigeon Cove, Gloucester. After her death advanced than usual at Ibis time of the
he remarried and lived at Hailibut Point. year may have attracted the birda to the
nests.
Among their eleven children were sons
Whatever destruction is done to the
named Daniel and Stephen; both of whom
caterpillars by these birds will have to be
were early settlers of Mt. Desert, Maine.
Daniel Gott married Rachel Littletleld and done by them in tbe winter and early
was at Mt Desert as early as 1788.
Little spring, as they are creatures that prefer a

experience

and

w

over

by the governor to levy this tax. They
met and sent this report to the governor:

a

wilderness with

firearms,

tax

Ipswich,

chairman,

Last, but

in

of

sent

governor of New Engto law, the governor

pound be levied on
coldny as the king’s

a

SOMETHING.

gun

a

and

as

itontrary

ordered that

fra-

picked

appointed

Edmond Andros

witn no higher desire than that of killing
something. They are not hunters or
sportsmen in any true sense of those
words, and they are equally feared and
detested by everybody with a claim to
those

ancestry.

in 1635.

be

land.

game preservation that every year for a
few days fills the woods and fields of whst

handling

common

When James II became king of Eng-

—

in the

Lieut. John Andrews, who settled at
a parish of Ipswich, now Essex,

land,

“I thought the meu were deer when I
shot,” is the explanation—even he admits
that it is not an excuse
given by
Charles Norcross for killing two men,
crippling for life a third, and slightly
wounding a more fortunate fourth, all
with a single charge of buckshot, fired

is very far from being
men and boys with little

from

heroic

flowers, though
being the “last

A Barbaric Taste sad Cultivated
Game Preservation Laws.

high-power

descend

a

character.

of summer”,
grance of the June blossoms.
not least, Mrs. Helen Nason
strawberry, ripe and luscious.
DESIRE

They

have

by marriage, but by brothers of Capt. Abraham, were Revoluliberty-loving people everywhere for his tionary soldiers. Ospt. Stephen Andrews,

coach

contained all the

a

Swan’s Island,

ants and those allied

cars.

and two

roses

\

inhabitants of

Isle,

Gott’s Island, Cranberry Islea and vicinity

revered,

belonging to Mrs. Hannah Madproduced a perfect, full blown
flower. Mrs. Harold Maddocks picked a

j

of the

Deer

Desert,

Maas.,

ball bush

bearing

large portion

Mt.

Cbebacco,

Hichborn Resigns.
woods near Weymouth, N. J., last fall.
Hon. Charles 8. Hichborn, for sixteen
Of course Norcross didn’t “think” the
the
of
the
treasurer
republican men were deer. He
years
got a glimpse through
has
Mr.
State committee,
;
resigned.
the undergrowth of something in rtiotion,
Hitchborn has become a progressive, as to ;
and fired at it. Had he given any thought
the national ticket.
whatever to the subject he would have reIn accepting his resignation the State
membered that, the day being the first of
the
resolucommittee passed
following
the few on which New Jersey deer can be
:
tion
legally shot, the woods are full of men
That in accepting the resignation of Hon.
with about the same right as himself to be
Charles S. Hichborn, of Angusta, as treasurer
called hunters -which was evidently none
of the republican State committee, this comall.
mittee takes this opportunity of expressing at
So remembering, he would have realized
its appreciation of the very efficient, painstaking and thoroughly competent manner that, in the circumstances, to fire his gun
in which Mr. Hichborn has performed the at a moving object without making sure
duties of this position during his sitxeen ! of what the object was would be, if not
years of consecutive service. We believe that quite wilful murder, something so nearly
all Maine republicans will endorse this exlike it that “criminal negligence” is a
pression of their committee and Join with us characterization far from being adequately
thanks
and
to
in expressing
appreciation
Mr. Hichborn for his faithful and loyal serIt is obvious enough that a man so carevice.
less with regard to the lives of other men
of
was
Portland,
Henry G. Boyer, jr.,
is not one who can safely be at liberty,
elected as Mr. Hichborn's successor.
but lest be be judged too harshly it must
not be forgotten that, as the despatches
Declared a Nuisance.
A the meeting of the city government from all over the county show, be is one
last week, the board took action looking of a large class, and that the real trouble,
to the removal of the ruins of the Coombs or real cause of trouble, lies deeper.
It is somehow involved in a system of
block, just east of the Main street bridge,

migrate

towards

tbe

approach of anything

weather.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed adminisestate of
WILLARD C. GRAY, late of PENOBSCOT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGuoso* M. BrarLBS.
mediately.
South Penobscot, Oct. 4, 1912.

THEbeof baa
the
trator

Btdunuawnta.

Help Wanted
AT TIIE

Blood Knitting

Mills,
ELLSWOBTH.

Fifty (SO) women and girl* wanted;
average wages, after trom 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from f 1 to *1.75 per day.

Rachel, Elizabeth and Margaret, married
three
brothers,
James,
Shortly before bis death the; late Chiefto bunt should be conditioned on more respectively,
Apply to Mr. John Blood at ti e
Richardson. All Justice Fuller presided at a church conthan the payment of a fee. The applicant Stephen and Thomas
office of the company, cor. Church and
Civilization.
settled
at
are progenitors
Mt.
and
Desert
ference.
the
of
a
heated
During
should be examined for the purpose of
progress
School Streets.
A Japanese diplomatist is said to have
finding out, if possible, whether he is j of the Richardson families there. An- debate a member arose and began a tirade
exclaimed: “For 2,000 years we kept
other
Eunice
married
universities
and
daughter,
Gott,
against
education, thankto show common sense in the ;
likely
peace with the rest of the world and were
handling of a gun, or whether the chances Capt. Benjamin Stockbridge, of Glouces- ing God that he had never been corrupted
known to it but by the marvels of our
ter, who died; and she afterward married by contact with s college. “Do I underare that he will shoot first and investigate
j
and
the
delicate ethereal art
finely afterward.
stand the speaker thanks God for his igCapt. John Thurston, of Gloucester.
In 1781 the Thurston family and her norance?” interrupted the chief justice,
wrought productions of our ingenious
handicrafts, and we were accounted barContrary to orders the cook used the j eldest son, Capt. Benjamin Stockbridge, “Well, yes,” was the answer; “you can
barians!
judge’s private bathtub. She confessed j jr., settled at Deer Isle, where Capt Stock- put it that way if you want to.” “All I
“But from the day on which we made her fault and the
judge reprimanded her bridge and Capt. Thurston were respec- have to say, then,” said the chief justice,
killed many
war on other nations and
with judicial severity. “I don’t object so tively the founders of those families. in his sweetest musical tone, “is that the
thousands of our adversaries you at once much to
you using my tab,” said the Daniel Gott, jr., settled at Bass Harbor member has a good deal to thank God
for.”
admit our claim to rank among civilized
judge, Ubut 1 dislike to believe that you before 1788, and married Hannah Norwood,
nations.”
would do anything behind my back that of another Gloucester family. He had
On reading the foregoing in the Java
twelve children. He and his sons Charles
• 100 Reward, SIOO.
you wouldn’t do before my faoe.”
Time# we are reminded of Profeasor
and David were drowned J uly 7,1811.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
Kenny’s story of the shipwrecked marilearn that there is at least one dreaded dismarried
Eunice
Stephen Gott, senior,
Excursion Kates to Boston.
ner who at dawn came across a gibbet and
ease that science has been able to core in all
Emmons. He evidently settled at Mt its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’a
exclaimed: “Thank God, here is a sign of
The Eastern Steamship Corporation an-

apparently hopeless civilization!”
split in the republican party, the outNORTH ELLSWORTH.
look for snocese is growing brighter
Mrs. Frank Moors went to Bangor
every day. No! only ia the Rooeevelt
star waning, especially in the West, Monday.
bat the democrats are not wholly
Mias Ruth Maddocks spent the weekunited, especially on the tariff plank end at Bar Harbor.
of their platform.
Mrs. Helen Nason and son Russell reee- cently spent a few days with relatives in
everywhere,
Workingmen
pecially those who remember the hard Sullivan and Winter Harbor.
of the

j

One of nature’s many freaks was shown
A snowat North Ellsworth last week.

from

the cam-

Win.

remain

_

republican party.

Republicans Can

A

record-breaker

Treasurer

In view of it ail, the State committee’s message to the republicans of
Maine is wisely worded, is forceful
and appealing. It reads thus:

spite

ex-

[From tbe New York Timet.)

covered.

as to
hold all these classes in the future for

In

repeat

the

was

and two

and

All Maine sympathizes with Gov.elect Haines in the trying time he is
having with his eyes. He is in a
hospital in Philadelphia, where he

whatever the outcome in November,
the next campaign will see the party
in Maine united on national issues as
it now is on State issues. Col. Frederick Hale, national committeeman,
was of this opinion; he said
there
were four classes of anti-democrats—
(1) the radical Taft men; (2) the
radical Roosevelt men; (3) the men
who said little out would vote for
Taft, and (4) those who said little
but wou.d vote lor Roosevelt, and he

best good of the republican party, and
thought that after November there
would be a gradual coming together
again of the various elements.

to

_

teen cars—ten

_

“What W'ashington would not take
Urant could not get no man shall have.”

that is that the sentiment prevailed
which
was conciliatory.
In view
of this it is more than probable that

Mr. Sherman, and whenever local
committees want speakers or Uteratare it is expected that they will
apply to the State committeemen in
their respective counties”.
John A. Peters, of this city, was in
favor of a conciliatory policy for the

or

“On the 4th day of March next I Khali have
served three and one-half years, and this
three and one-half years constitutes my first
which limits the
term. The wise custom
president to two terms regards the substance
and not the form. Under no circumstances
will I be a candidate for or accept another

situation never before
spectacle,
existing in the history of the party,
and one which if continued—as seems
most likely—can have but one end-

ance

care

New York train west Sunday
for the Mt. Desert
branch. The train was msde up of thir-

Now.
Oo Nov. 8, 1904, Mr. Roosevelt issued a statement. The following is
an extract:

a

the

never

The

a

Then and

regrettable

expressed bis belief that
paign could be conducted

was

The Gott«, Richardsons, Hadlocks
and Allied Families.

docks

towards the progres-

was

recom-

C. P. Dorr, of Ellsworth, brings to The
American office from bis garden a cluster
of ripe raspberries. A single small spray
bore eight large ripe berries.

democratic administration of 1893-97.

sives.

At best it

boat,

does not

perienee.

the democratic plan of
dealing with the problem of high
prices—whether it prefers Taft good
times to business depression and bad
times with Wilson, as under the last

And it was here that a most
astounding situation developed; the
discussion was not what should be the
character of the campaign against
the common enemy, the democrats,
but what should be the attitude of

republicans

motor

labor and lower wages in America.
It is for American labor to decide
on Nov. 5 whether it prefers the re-

ducted.

its

has

The McKinley fisherman, who drifted
ocean for five days in a disabled

more

publican

summer

about the

American work done in
Europe at the lower wages of Europe,
and less to be dons, less demand for
mean

wet

a

I By H. F. Andrews. Extra, lows.]

American wages.
The democratic plan to scale down
the tariff to a revenue basis would

cord was

the

cold,
pense. Tbe autumn foliage
beautiful
than this fall.
more

can

OF NEW YORK.

EARLY MT. DESERT SETTLERS.

COUNTY GOSSIP.
Even

Macbias, Me., in 1783, and were prominent
The Scott*
there during the Revolution.
were allied by marriage with Col. Benjamin Foster, the hero of Macbias and eastern Maine during the Revolution.
Elizabeth Andrews, who married Joseph
Thompson, was daughter of Solomon
Andrews and granddaughter of Ensign
William. They wete pioneers at Southport, Me., 1777. Their descendants intermarried with most of the old families of
Booth bay and Southport, and are literally
numbered by thousands.
Capt. Abraham Andrews, son of Solonamed, commanded a common above
pany at Lexington on the alarm of April
19,1775; served through the war, and be-

•££,,

Jot Salt.

mother,

has characterized many presidential campaigns is now observable,
and so long as business continues
good, no change by workingmen is
men as

This week’s edition of Tbe

IAXO~S

P

good for them to run any risk—as
they are apt to do when, just before a
presidential election, times are bad.

too

AFTERNOON

AT

The truth is that the giving of

a

license

nounces the sale of special reduced excursion
tickets to Boston snd return, commeneinv
Oct. 7 and continuing until Oct. 21 inclusive.
These autumn excursion trips have become
very popular, as October is the ideal month
for visiting Boston.
At the present time the 1812 Boston electric
show at Mechanics building is attracting
thouaands of people, as well as the world’s
championship baseball series.
For schedule of sailings see regular adver*
tisement.—Advt.

Desert.

No further account of them la
Their son, Stephen, married bia
cousin Patience, daughter of Daniel Gott,
sr., and their son, Peter Gott, was founder
of the Gotta of Ship Harbor, Swan’s and
Gott’s ielands.
prudence Gott married, aa her second
also
from
husband, Andrew Terr,
Gloucester.
Their daughter, Comfort
married
Tobias
Fernald.
Their son,
Terr,
Andrew Terr, married Esther Stan wood;
found.

1

Catarrh Core is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional treatment.
Bali’s Catarrh
Cure is taken internallv, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
thereby destroying the foundasystem,
tion of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing Its work.
The proprietors have so much faith la 1U
curative powers that they otter One Hundred
Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's
Pills for constipation.

Family

A common mistake of local adv«•<**"'
is to estimate the value of adverlimnf
amour
space of one newspaper by the It >»
asked by some other publication.
mas
business
a
mistake of judgment for
to estimate the value of space «n a reP
oi'culatto*
table newspaper with a good
»***
by that of some other publicationand os
will accept business at any price
to yet if.—Leavenworth (Kan»a»)

jrteased

tfUSJC FESTIVAL.
for the three
days AT BANGOR.

programs
^ BDICA

OIOBTHURSDAY EVENING
FRIDAY-BAPPOLD BATOR

AND

_

daY

BTILI. OTHERS.

WU1 •n,one wh0 he*rd
of the flrat fentith,t Saturday night
*rer
forget it?
,i*i«*n year* **<>
who heard her then, and can
u anyone
night fail to doao, and
so to-morrow
1W7?
repeat ber triumph of
there are others. Just
Great ns »be is.
and
0Ver the following programe,
a feast of mo.ic ia to be
”\,d St tbs auditorium in Bangor toFriday and Saturday:
Vsrdiw
■

J

f^htr

"*,1()erwhat

first concbbt.
Thursday evening. Oct. 10: Poetevening, Oct. 1«.
ised. Monday
Grand Opening Program
usnsor.

Appearance of Mndnme Lillian Nordic,
sololata: Erne Carrie Bridewell.
Frank Ormeby, tenor,
mat

1.

MtJ>0,eo.Consecration

of tbe Hone*

Festival Orchestra

Beodel-Hallelujab

Choroa.Messiah

Festival Chorus

gsadrl-Let

the Bright Sarnphlm...
Madame Nordien

g*ndel-cargo.

Sampson

Orchestra

Mignon

Ambrose Tboman—Oavotte..
Mme Carrie Bridewell

Cowta.Except

Orchestra

°*

jdMtod.o~“P
Nordica

8»“r>

piano

ra«T i».

guarr.Overture

to Die
Orcheetra

Meisterainger

Wsgner—Awake,Chorale...Die

Meistersinger

Wsgaer-Pr,xe

Frank
WsgB«r-Pre]ade *od

Meistersinger

Ormsby
Liebestod,

Tristan and Isolde
Madame Nordica
Gonsod—soldiers’ Chorus.Faust
Chorus

Gounod-Flower Song.Fnuat
Madame BrideweU
Von Weber.Jubilee Overture
Chorus end audience will Join in America
Orchestra
SECOND CONCERT.
Bangor, Friday afternoon, Oct. 11;
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. W.
Orchestra Matinee.

BrideweU,

Mme Carrie

Ormsby,

Franklin

tenor;

Portland,

utralto;

Frank

Holding, violinist.

rsiT i.

Schubert

—

First

movement

Bal

Mme BrideweU
Mendelssohn-Concerto in E minor. Three
Movements
luoito

appaaiouato

Andante
Allegro molt© vivace
Franklin

Holding

PAST II.

Chabrier—

Ni-wj Rhapsody...Bspaua

Massenet—
(•) Sou les TiUenls—Scenes Alsacisfines
lb) Les Dernier Sommeii de la Vierge
(in memory of the great musician)
Orchestra
(*) Foote.I'm Wearing Awa’, Jean
(b) Harold...Child's Prayer
{*) Chadwick....Allah
(4) Edeu...What's in the Air
Mine Bridewell
Tsohatkowsky—Marche Movement

Symphony Pathetique
Orchestra
THIRD CONCERT.

Bangor, Friday evening. Oct. It; Portland,
Tuesday evening, Oct. 16.
Othello Opera Selections.
Ouly Appearance of Chev. Salvatore Giordano.
Mine

Julie
Frank
Lindsay,
soprano;
Ormsby, tenor; Harold Meek, baritone.
FAIT I.

Bossini—Overture.

.William Tell
Orchestra

Hs&scbel-Morning Hymn,
Chorus

Donizetti—Romania.Ellaird' A more
(b) Verdi—Di quella Pira.II Trovatore
(a)

Chev. Giordano

Wagner.Siegfred's Idyl
Orchestra

Verdi—“Credo”.Otello
Harold Meek
.Louise

Chsrpeutier— Aria

Mine Lindsay
Hoff man-Smith —Walu.

Oh, Come My Love
(b) Bescbniu.
Serenade
Solo by Howard Stevens

Verdi—Scene

from Act 1. Otello
Messrs Orznsby and Meek
t nor us and Orchestra
FAST II.

Gerhmau.Henry

the Eighth Dances
Orchestra
Gounod—Salve Dimora.Faust
Chev. Giordano
D»or»*.The Silent Woodland
Chorus

Messager—La maison grise.Fort!mo
(b) Massenet.Melodie
(«) Vidal.Ariette
Mile Lindsay
(*) Gold beck.Break, Break
(b) Rheiohardt.Image of tne Rose
Solo by Ernest J Hill

8t*ck.Flirtation Waltzes
Orchestra

Verdi...D'Attila
Lindsay, Chev. Giordano and Meek

Mendelssohn.Judge

Me,0 God

Chorus

Bangor, Saturday afternoon, Oct.
*»ud, Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 18.
baritone.

ra*T i.

Berlioz...Carnival

Romain

Festival Orchestra

Arthur Sullivan—Madrigal...Mikado
Festival Chorus

Verdi—Aria...Don Carlos
Lindsay
movements,
Suite Casse Noisette

(d) Danse Arabe
(•) Danse Chinese
it) Danse dee Mirlitons
Orchestra

Btmtnia

There’ll Come

BEGAN TUES-

—

Some

Day
wish you heeded our weekly
about getting your home

you’ll
suggestions
and

property insured.

Insurance, Real Estate.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property

owners

Fire

...

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

Martin H. Haynes went to Boston Monday for a stay of a few days.
Walter D. Lake left for Springvale Sat-

Lawrie, James A.East brook
Mayo, Dudley L.Southwest Harbor
Noyes, Frank P.Gouidsboro
Pease, Charles II.Bucksport
Smith, E W.Winter Harbor

normal school
"Number Work,”
Miss Addie M

Guptill, Gouldsboro

“Primary Reading,”

Thurston, William H.Tremont
Waining, Oscar G.Dedham

Mrs Florence 8 Grant, Bar Harbor
“Set Work”... Miss A Ruth Fields, Ellsworth
“Geography in the Lower Grades,”
Miss Christina F Hatch, Bar Harbor

Mrs. Herbert Salsbury went to Belfast
Monday for a visit of a few days.

Wardweli, Seymour F.Penobscot

AFTERNOON—GENERAL SESSION.

FIRST TRAY BUS B JURY.

Mrs. Frank Morgan, of Boston, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Harriet Hastings.

McKay, Daniel, foreman.L.Surry
Dorr, John W.
Tremont

“Music in the Rural Schools,”
Miss Louise L Fernald, supervisor of
music. Bar Harbor
“Teachers’ Pensions,”
Supt Farnsworth G Marshall, Augusta
Question box, conducted by Payson Smith,
State Superintendent of Schools

urday,

Mrs.

night
a

to work in

Josie Froat

on

shoe

a

was

factory.

here

over

her way to her home in

Tuesday
Tilden.

Albert Maddocks and wife have gone on
canoe trip up Union river for the week.
Miss Millie A. Treworgy was home from
Eastern Maine general hospital Fri-

the

day.
O. J. Guptili and wife left Monday
evening for Portland, for a stay of a few
Kev.

Taylor, Edgar C.Deer Isle

Jordan, James O.Otis
Judkins, Samuel W.Stonington
Moore, William H.
Gouidsboro
Morey, Arthur G.Castine
EVENING SESSION.
Peaslee, Roderick.Sedgwick
Music
Smith, Benjamin C.Deer Isle
Address,
Smith, Hoyt L... .Lamoiue
State
Payson Smith,
Supt of Public Schools
Springer, Lewis F.Franklin j
“America”...Convention
Wardweli, Pearl H.
Bucksport
Whitmore, William H.Southwest Harbor
VETERANS MEET.
SKCOND TRAVERSE JURY.

days.

(incomplete)

Saunders and wife, of Old Town,
have been visiting George H. Lowell and
Ernest

wife.

Minnie Remick, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting her parents, Moses Cottle and
wife.
Leonard Jordan and wife spent a part of
last week at Hancock with Mrs. Jordan’s
Mrs.

relatives.

Billing*. Sargent W.Trenton
Clifford, Percy D.Brooksville
Dodge, Charles R.Bluehill
Harriman, Everett W.Orland
Herrick, Frank A.Brooklin
Hutchins, William F.Penobscot
Jordan, Harvard L.Waltham
Sullivan
Joy, H E.
Milliken, Fred E.Hancock
Walls, Edgar E.Mount Desert
Walls, Ralph A.Eden

Elmer Blaisdell, of East Orland,
baa been visiting her parents, Levi W.
Bennett and wife.
Mrs.

Charles W. Gerry has had a
beneath the poetofBoe

wall

some new

sills

pat

assigned

in.

Millard Carter has commenced building
He
Bangor road.
a bouse on the old
already has the frame np.
B. Armstrong and wife went to
Springvsle last week to visit their three
daughters, who reside there.
Elias

W. F. Jude and wife, of Castine, are
here for a few days with Mrs. Jude’s parents, J. A. Austin and wife.
Herbert M. Salsbury went to Boston
Monday noon, taking with him a nice
deer

weighing

more

than JOO

ASSIGNMENT OF CASES.

remainder of the afternoon was occupied by the calling of the docket and
I
part of the assignment of cases. The list of specially
relaid, and
cases is as follows:
The

pounds.

George Dorr and wife, of Aurora, and
Reuben Rankin, wife and child, of Brewer,
have been guests of Charles Smith and

3723
3732
3796
3797
8901

3880

Bowlby

week.

Everard H. Clough
He has moved his family to Bar Harbor,
where he has employment through the
winter.

Hurley;

Peters A

Hurley;

Peters A

Knowlton.
3881

Bowlby

8882

Bowlby

Young.

vs.

Knowlton.

Salisbury. Hurley: Peters &

vs.

3883

Bowlby

3884

Bowlby

vs.

Jordan.

Peters A

of last

week

on

their

part
honeymoon trip, visiting Mr. Joy’s aunt,
Mrs. Frank E. Fernald.
The boys of Mr. Whitcomb’s Sunday
school class served a supper in the vestry
Tuesday evening which was well patronized, the tables being nearly twice
SUed. The sapper was well prepared and
here

a

Hurley;

Grover.

Hurley; Peters A

vs. Salisbury. Hurley; Peters &
Knowlton.
Mount Desert vs. Emery. Mason; Peters
A Knowlton.
3872 Mount Desert vs. Emery. Mason; Peters
A Knowlton.
3886 Collins vs. Graves. Clark; Pineo, Ben-

Bowlby

son.

Manning vs. Sherman. Clark; Graham.
Saturdoy, Oct. 12.
3826 Harvester Co. vs. Ferguson. Peters A
Knowlton; Stuart.
3979 Moore vs. Inh. Ellsworth. Hurley; Peters
3887

3908
3851
8942

A Knowlton.
Inh. Ellsworth vs. Inh. Castine. Walsh;
Jude.
Mayo vs. Nicholson. Wood; Peters A
Knowlton.
Murphy, complt. vs. Robbins. Peters A

__________

Knowlton.
3980

LAKEWOOD.

Ralph Sargent and George Quinn are
pressing hay at North Ellsworth.
Aby Garland is at work in Ellsworth
on the postofflee job.
Charlea O. Garland is at Livermore Falls

packing apples.
The new barn which Harold and Roland
Salisbury are putting up is advancing

rapidly.

vs.

Knowlton.
3885

at Belfast.

The annual reunion of the 26th Maine
regiment association was held at Belfast
last week. About thirty members were
present. At the business meeting D. L.
Bowen, of Morrill, was elected president,
and Melvin Chase, of Swanviile, secretary
and treasurer.

The 26th Maine was made up from the
counties of Knox, Hancock and Waldo.
Snliivan D. Wiggin, of Searsport, afterward of Ellsworth, was hospital steward
of the regiment.
(The officers of the three Hancock county

M. C. R. R. Co.
Hale A Hamlin.

Woodbury

vs.

will be

protected from fire by placing their

Insurance

with E. J.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

WK8T ELLSWORTH.
H. W. Cunningham, of Bluehill, visited
his daughter, Mrs. Robert Carlisle, re-

cently.

~m\111 11.

Charles A. Carter, who has been visiting
his parents two weeks, has returned to
Lynn, Mass.
Arthur Joy and wife, of Ellsworth Falla,
were
recent guests of Mr. Joy’s sister,
Mrs. C. J. Carter.

Steer

Your Own

Way—

The case of Frank M. Gaynor vs. Dr. H.
D. Woodruff, both of Ellsworth, went
Plaintiff sues to
on trial this forenoon.
recover damages for a horse which he had
let defendant have for its keeping in the
winter of 1910-11. The horse ran away on
April 22,1911, and collided with a jigger

by

death

from

battle

and

ex-

We

The dance and ice-cream social Friday
night netted fl0.15 for the cemetery fund.
Oct. 16 an entertainment, with cake and
coffee, will be held at the grange hall for
the same purpose. It ia hoped that all interested will help.

It

was

mustered out

says*that daring

its

on

tne 17th.

a

time to become

took

a

acclimated,

strong hold

on

the men, many of
ever since.

whom have been invalids

My dear, would you have time to sew a
“I’ve
button on for me before you
told you before, Alfred, Jane will do it for
married
a
Please
remember, you
you.
typewriter, not a sewing machine.”

future ahead.

Mrs. Martha Warren has been
horse to run away.
her daughter Edna.
E. J. Walsh appears for plaintiff and D.
Alphonao Frazier is moving to his place E. Hurley for defendant. The case will
probably go to the jury to-morrow.
hare from Baysids.

vr***'-'
Many

a

Mercantile Method*,
Stenography, Bookkeeping
fitted them to steer straight to a
good ^salary. Let us help, encourage, teach you how to guide
yourself to success.
Write for our free Catalog. It’s
filled with practical, helpful information. If possible, call at our
w
^
office,—let us show you through

P

~

sljjtoj

^

Bangor, Maine.

!

I

GOODALL

I

Dress Deeds

MARRIED.

From Loom

DAVIS—WALLS-At Bar Harbor, Oct 8, by
Stephen L Kingsley, esq. Myrtle M Davis, of
Mt Deseit, to Chester E Walls, of Eden.
GILLEY—MACOMBER—At Bucksport, Oct 5,
by Rev H W Webb, Miss Ethel Bernice Gilley to Roscoe Morgan Macomber, both of

to Wearoi1
AT MILL PRICES

♦
’’ i

Bucksport.

PENTEZ-ELLI8—At Thomaston. Sept 26, by
Rev W F Macomber, Miss RzefferC Peutez,
of Rockland to Emery E Ellis, of Deer Isle.
SMITH—SEAVY—At West Tremont, Sept 20,
by L W Rutnill, esq, Alwilda Smith to
Everett L Seavy.

DIED.
GARLAND—At Ellsworth. Oct 8, Mrs Vincy
Garland, aged 84 years, 8 months.
GRAY—At South Brooksville, Oct 1, Freeman
Gray, aged 49 years.
GRINDEL —At Castine, Oct 3, James H
Grindel, aged 61 years, 1 month. 2 days:
LELAND—At Trenton, OctTX Mrs Mary A
Lcland, aged 81 years, 6 months.
MORAN—At Franklin, flct 3, Mrs Josephine
L Moran, of Sheltou, Wash, aged 65 years, 10
months, 23 days.
PERKINS—At Orland, Oct 3, Mrs Addie R
Perkins, aged 70 years, 4 days.
RHODES—At Conimicut, R I, Oct 6, Rebecca
Hastings, widow of James D Rhodes, aged
62 years, 9 months. Interment at Ellsworth.
WEBSTER—At Deer Isle, Sept 27, Mrs Sarah
A Webster, aged 73 years, 3 months.

Commission jjHtrcbants.
The advertisements below represent some ol
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless And them ol value.

It’*
We

make it eell.
make* it
good*

wearer*

COLORS: Natural Tan, Olive and Oxford, in Plain and Fancy Weaves. Also a
full line of up-to-date Worsted Cloths, in
the latest pattern® and colors, now ready
for Fall and Winter. Send for samples.

Qoodall Wonted Oo.
Salesroom,

Sanford, Maine

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.
BOSTON

cOMM|s«onImERCHAKP'
WANT

Veals and Lambs
Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’v State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to ns.

WE

WAIMT

Potatoes and

Apples.

IMMEDIATE RETURNS.

Boston, Mass.

W. W. Benjamin,
SHIR

YOUR

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to
Chapin Brothers,

Boston, Mass.

Sarsaparilla
and

New Faneuil Hall Market-Boston

today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Saraataba.

j

«,

the SchooL

Ethel.]

Hood’s
Get tt

i

Shaw Business College

POULTRY a.d EGGS Wanted

builds up the whole system.

j

business school ia

Personal attention
or mail orders

to all d**’*
s.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Dr.H.W.OSQOOD
New Location ManningBIk.
Office Day : FRIDAY
Bangor Office : 12 Grove St.
KLLSWOIiTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
YO
HAY, VO W4HHRK."
All kind* of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO. »
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building. State st..
-V——•

Metcalf’s Fox
A.
vQfll
*

WESTON-THURSTON CO.,

HALL & COLE,
Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

Specialties.
weekly market report.
Faaeall Hall Market,
Boetoa, Mase.
our

Send tor stencils and

100-112

Decoy

$1.00

^

;*$2t

a ralhtMo fox scent used
extensively by old trap.
pers. Either land or water
trapping. Cash with
order.

H. C. METCALF A

feeling, restores~the appetite,
cures paleness, nervousness,

i

in the

men

public eye—in business—in government—declare that their training in

BORN.

go?”

chJbrrtignnmSB

ittfi
IWT]
*,\l|
AXl

—

good money—
to have a big

BANKS—At Deer Isle, Sept 27, to Mr and Mrs
idfcl
8ullivan;H Banks, a daughter.
Mr |and
BilLLII^GS—At DeerVlsie, Sept
Mrs Henry Billings, a daughter^ —'HWI -wJ
CARTER—At Stonington, Sept 27, to Mr and
Mrs Sylvia J Carter, a daughter. [Susie

History

and desease

j

to
steer your own
craft—to earn

Ellsworth Port.
At Oct 6, sch Storm Petrel, New York, coal
O W Grindal
Sid Oct 5, scbs Henrietta A Whitney, Newark, staves Whitcomb, Haynes & Co; Lulu W
Eppes, Salem, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Hhocook Connty Ports.
Southwest Harbor—Ar Sept 80, sch Lavinia
M Snow, cargo coal for Bear Isiand
Sid Oct 3. schs Bobs (Br) bound for Clementsport, N S; Vanguard

nine months’ service

the 26th marched in the South more than
1,100 miles. It was in the South too short

Help^jjq

equipped

MARINE LIST.

GINN—At Orland, Oct 2, to Mr and Mrs Colon
A Ginn a daughter.
JUDKIN8—At Stonington, Oct 2, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Judkins, a son.
LATTY—At Stonington. Oct 2, to Mr and Mrs
Salvino Latty, a daughter.

j

It’s delightful
to
be

great. Gen. H. W. Birge said
that be “could take the 26th and lick any
three regiments ih the department of the
gulf, for they fight like wild-cats”.
On August 9, 1863, the 26th arrived in i——""“——““““”~““
Bangor, having been absent ten months.
was

Cures all humors, catarrh
receiving rheumatism, relieves that tired

in poet-office
square,
injuries, because of which tbe horse
Plaintiff alleges negligence on
visiting the part of defendant’s driver in allowing
severe
was killed.

The loss

Ellsworth

Mrs. Millard Carter, of
Falla,
her husband’s parents, John H.
Carter and wife, last week.

viaited

Hurley; I

L.

wagon

second lieutenant.
The 26th was mustered into service Oct.
11, 1862, and saw much active service.
posure

Knowlton.

8871

Mrs. W. H. Brown, Mrs. Emma Giles,
Miss Emily F. Flood and Mrs. B. 8. Jellison spent Tuesday with relatives at Otis
and Tilden.
Ralph Joy and bride, of Dover, N. H.,
were

Moore.

vs.

Knowlton.
home last

Reunion of 26th Maine Held

companies were as follows:
Wedneaday, Oct. 9.
Company C—Joseph H. Gray, Ellsworth,
Gaynor vs. Woodruff. Walsh; Hurley. captain; John F. Whitcomb, Ellsworth,
Thuraday, Oct. 10.
first lieutenant; William O. McDonald, of
Snow;
Hinckley, applt vs. McKay.
Ellsworth, second lieutenant.
&
Goggan.
Coggan
Company E—Eben G. Ingalls, Sullivan,
Green, adtur vs. Howard. Chase; Cogcaptain; Malon C. Witham, Charlestown
gan & Coggan.
Mass., first lieutenant; James E. Connors*
Woodward vs. Mello. Chase: Coggan &
Sullivan, second lieutenant.
Coggan.
Hutchins vs. Penobscot Bay.
Conary;
Company H—Rufus B. Bickford, BrooksFellows A Fellows.
vilie, captain; John K. Gross, Orland, first
Friday, Oct. 11.
lieutenant; Thomas S. Osgood, Biuehill,

wife.
was

Annual

Time

a

when

—

12; Port-

Popular Program
Mile Julie Lindsay, soprano; Harold M$ek,

Tschaikowsky—Three

OCTOBER TERM

—

served.

FOURTH CONCERT.

Mile

2

—

Festival Orchestra

{*) Gena Braudscombe...Happiness
(bj Tipton......SpiritFlower
(c) Ware.......Wind and Lyre
Frank Ormsby

(a)

Costnme, No

Unfinished

Symphony
(a. Franz ...Itn ilerbst
(b; Debussy .Mandoline

Allegro

Sbbtrt

INSTITUTE.

Hancock County Teachers Will Meet
In Ellsworth October 18.
The annual institute of the Hancock
Orchestra
DAY AFTERNOON.
Fo*.Bonnie Wee Thing
county teachers’ association will be held
Chorus
at Hancock hall, Ellsworth, Friday, Oct.
JUSTICE
KING
PRESIDING
(a) Hook-Mary of Allandale (old
INDUC- 18. President A. W.
English)
Gordon, of the assoTIONS OF A SHORT TERM—THE
(b) John Howland—Come Again,
ciation, says reports from superintendents
JURIES—ASSIGNED LIST.
(XVI Century)
indicate a large attendance.
(o) Bern be, .a Tot
The Maine Central railroad has granted
Mile Lindsay
THE COURT.
O
reduced rates on trains and boats for Oct.
Arno W. Kino. EllsPeeUloiti......Olribirlbln
Presiding Justice
17 and 18, good to return Oct. 19.
Chorus
worth.
(») Buech.The Ecgle
There will be sessions forenoon, afterClerk—John E. Bunker, Bar Harbor.
(b) Kernochen.We Two Together
noon and evening.
Hbrbbrt L. Graham,
The forenoon session
County Attorney
(o) Hammond-The Pipeeot Gordon', Men Bar Harbor.
will open at 10 o’clock. The early part of
Harold Meek
Sheriff—OTHA H. Jkllihon, Ellsworth.
the afternoon—from 1.30 to 3.30 o’clockTachalkow.ky.Caprlccio Italien Crier—Hign E. Whitney, Bar Harbor.
will be taken up by department meetings.
Orchestra
John A. 8tuabt, Ellsworth;
Deputies
The general session in th afternoon will
Frbij P. Sargent, Gouldsboro; Roland A.
FIFTH CONCERT.
Flyb, Brookiin: Willis B. Watson. Tremont. begin at 3.30 The evening session will begin at 7.46.
Bsngor. Saturday evening, Oct. 12; Port.Stenographer—C. O. Barrows, Portland.
land, Wednesday evening, Oct. 16.
The officers of the association are:
Messenger—Harold L. Hooper, Ellsworth.
Grand Opera Selections.
President, Adel bert W. Gordon, superinOnly Appearance of Mrae Marie Rappold.
The October term of the supreme Judi- tendent of Sullivan, Gouldsboro, Winter
Mile
Julie
Frank cial court for Hancock
I.indsay, soprano;
county openetTyes- Harbor, Sorrento district; vice-president,
Ormsby, tenor; Harold Meek, baritone: H.
terday afternoon, with Justice Arno W. Clara O. Hopkins, superintendent of
Lin wood Eustis, bass.
of
King,
Ellsworth, presiding.
Ellsworth; secretary and treasurer, Lida
part (.
After the usuai proclamations, the grand C. Hughes, Bar Harbor. These officers,
Wagner—Overture.Tannhauser
was
jury
Featival Orchestra
empaneled, sworn and charged with Frank E. McGouldrick, of Bluehill,
and Maurice C. Foss, of Franklin, make
(a) Alllston.Psalm of Thanksgiving by the court.
(b) Gounod.Ring out, Wild Bella
up the executive committee.
ATTORNEYS PRESENT.
Festival Chorus
Following is the full program:
The attorneys present at the opening of
of
Gounod—Aria.Queen Sheba court
FORENOON SESSION.
were as follows:
Luciiius A. Emery,
Mme Marie Rappold
Music
Victor Herbert......Polonaise H. E.
Hamlin, B. T. Sowle, John A. Prayer.Rev PA A Killam
Orchestra
Peters, Henry M. Hall, George B. Stuart, Address of welcome.Hon L A
Emery
Verdi—Celeste Alda.Aida F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles, D. E.
Music
Hurley,
Frank Ormsby
«qg| John F. Knowlton, H. L. Crabtree, W. E. “Methods of Making School Work Real
Ponchtellt
Three Scenes from the Opera of
to the Child,”
Whiting, E. J. Walsh, Ellsworth; O. P.
La Gioconda—
Prof A J Jones, University of Maine
Cunningham, T. H. 8mith, Wiley C.
■«
unniftiao
“The
Public Schools and Citizenship,”
E.
8.
Conary,
Charles
Bucksport;
Clark,
Signors Ormaby and Meek
Rev R B Mathews, Ellsworth
H. Wood, B. E. Clark, A. H.
Act 111, Scene VI.Chorna of Cavaliera
Lynam,
AFTERNOON—DEPARTMENT MBRTINOS.
Charles B. Pineo, H. L. Graham, George
Harold Meek and Chorna
High Schools.
Dance of the Houra...Ballet Mnaic E. Googins, James N. Emery, Bar Harbor;
J W Taylor, State inspector of high schools,
E. E. Chase, Forrest B. Snow, Bluebill;
Orchestra ^
23*
chairman
Act III. Scene VII.(irand Finale George R.
Fuller, Southwest Harbor; E. P.
(Program being arranged)
Mines Rappold and Bridewell
Grammar Schools.
Spofford, Deer Isle; Jerome H. Knowles,
Messrs Ormaby, Meek and Eastia
Northeast Harbor; William F. Jude, Irving W Small, principal Emerson grammar
Chorus and Orchestra
Bar Harbor, chairman
school,
Castine; W. B. Blaisdell, Franklin; RayPAftT II.
Paper—Some normal school teacher
mond Fellows, B. W. Brooks,
Bangor;
Chabrier.......Eapana Linus
“Selection of Composition Material,”
C. Coggan, Boston; Wiiford G.
Orchestra
Miss Ethel M Crook, Winter Harbor
Johann Strauss .......Spring Voices Conary, Millinocket.
“The Teaching of History,”
Noticeable absentees from the bar were
Chorus
Miss Jennie Grant, Bar Harbor
(a) Bacbelle. .Chere Nuit L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, and B. E. “Arithmetic”....Miss Ella M Jude, Ellsworth
Haideroslein Tracy, of Winter
(b) Schubert.
Rural Schools.
Harbor, both of whom
(c) Grieg. EinTraum are ill.
L E Williams, Supt. of Southwest Harbor-Mt.
Mme Rappold
THE JURIES.
Desert-Tremont district, chairman
Saint Saens—Qui done commando.
The grand jury as organized is as fol- “Peculiar Needs of the Country Schools,”
Henry VIII
Supt Myra Moon, Hancock
lows :
Mr Meek
“How to Get Help from the Community,”
Daniel
of
the
Hall,
Die
Walkure
G,
Wagner—Ride
foreman.MtDesert
Miss Rena V Reed, Tremont
Walkyrtes,
Russell. Walter G, clerk.Eden “Penmanship”.E H Congdon, Auburn
Orchestra
Von Weber—Grand Aria.Der Freischutz Bragdon, LA.Franklin “Arrangement of the Program,”
Curtis. Lyman C.Bluebill Miss Hattie A Wiggin, Castine normal school
Mme Rappold
Jakobowski—Good Night.Ermlnie Gray. DeForest H.Brooksville
Primary Schools.
Chorus
Hadley. Fred L.Eden Miss Mary L Hastings, Castine normal
Dr Samuel Arnold ......Star Spangled Banner Hodgkins, Charles P.Hancock
school, chairman
Madame Rappold and Chorua
Hopkins, Edmund G.Ellsworth “Primary Drawing and Paper ConstrucJoyce, Edwin M.Swan’s Island
tion,” Miss Beth M Jellison, Castine
Rubinstein—Two Movements

•*v’

Chorus
bong ..Die

TEACHERS’

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.

part it.

—

(MoMrlDi..
Madame
Romayne Simmons at the
of
Thanksgiving.
Cowsn—Song
Chorus

the Lord Build the Home

Festival chorus

CO.. AlltMi. N. H.

WEAR Mil

M RUBBERS
This Winter

'••I

Proftssional Caroa.

ALIO E

H

r

SCO T T

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit ft Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
▲geut Oliver Typewriter, typewriter supplies
Cor. Maui and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug

Store), Ellsworth, Ms.

COUNTY NEWS.

turned to his home at

Oct.
SULLIVAN.

WEST

Charles Newman has
mobile.

Willey,

Sam

George

Webb,
Sunday.

visiting

is

‘wife.

Bangor,

of

in town

was

Bernard Webb has moved into the
Howard Gordon cottage, “Bay View.”
Mrs. E. C. Smyth and daughter Beatrice
left Thursday for Boston for the winter.
Mrs. E. W. Ash, of Washington, D. C.,
friends in West Sullivan.

visiting

is

spent Sunday
with Miss Mae Robertson at Sorrento.
Miss

Marion

Mattocks

has

Leon Thomas

returned

Harbor, where he has
through the summer.

been

Bar

from

employed

Mrs. George Howard has returned from
Machias, where she has been visiting
friends.

Schoodic Tribe, I. O. R. M., held a powThursday evening. There was a

wow

large

5._8.

attendance.

The many friends of Francis Stanley,

ISLES FO HD.

FRANKLIN.

auto-

an

Goulds boro.

returned to South

F. L. Trundy and wife, of Sorrento, and
daughter Trixy were week-end guests at
the home of F. E. Pettingill.
Installation and

a

chicken supper

were

Wedge

Edward

N.

at

Wednesday.

here.

a

Mrs. William Mayo returned to Castine
G. K. Hadlock purchased another horse

F. Bartlett and daughter Mildred, of East brook, were week-end guests
at George Dyer’s.

Miss Adah Farnsworth, who has spent
summer
with her parents, Z. M.
Farnsworth and wife, has returned to
Portland to resume her duties as trained
nurse.

Thursday evening the Pythian Sisters
entertained sisters from Prospect Harbor,
Winter Harbor and Mil bridge. A chicken
supper, games and

a

short program

were

enjoyed.
Friday evening

hospital.
Spurling

Mrs. Lemont

went to

with

music

by

ball,
The

“fire-fly” waltz was a pretty feature.
Much [credit is due Misses Florence Hysora
and Doris Hooper, and to Fred Wheeler,
proprietor of the Granite hotel.
Dirigo.

Oct. 7.

Mrs
relatives and friends for a month.
Stanley’s mother, Mrs. B. 8. Young, experts to visit relatives in Ellsworth and
Lamoine during her absence.

The Thimble club is to work this year
for the

Mrs. Moran, of Washington, a guest
through the summer at Z. L. Wilbur's,
Her son came from
died last Thursday.
the West to make the funeral arrange-

that every woman will be so interested as
to join the club. It is planned to hare a
at the church once a month for six

Neighborhood

house.

is

It

Friday

on

Bangor

Lewis Sabine left

Brookline, Mass., where he will be

ployed

for
em-

this winter.

Stanley, president; Mrs.
Stanley, vice-president; Mrs.
Eupbenia Tingley, secretary and treasEunice

church

members

are

of

arranging

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
The studio has closed for the

a

Sunday

with Mrs. Bertha Merchant.

Springer and wife were guests
Sunday of W. K. Springer and wife.
Miss Addie Grass has gone to Bangor,
where she has employment for the winter.
F. H. Stratton has purchased a monument for his lot, and is having it erected.
David

Harvard Gatcomb and

wife

are

home

Mt. Desert Ferry, where they have
spent the summer.
Mrs. Charles Googins entertained the
Busy Bee club Thursday. Flinch was en-

corresponding with their years,
The
many, when returning them.
society hopes to repair the parsonage or

ter

D.

B.

fine stable for

Alvah

HANCOCK.

has

EAST

SURRY.

a

re-

Brockton,

gone to

James Grant

McFarland

Sherman

doing

Franklin

was

is

employed

in

The farmers who have commenced podigging report a good crop.
Mrs. Margaret Milliken, who has been

tato

The

at

attendance

large
fair

the

chicken supper

A delicious

was

a

in

success

To That End I Am Giving Away $10,000
Worth of Medicine
In order to allow beyond all doubt
that I am in possession of a medicine
that will cure kidney trouble, bladder

trouble or rheumatism. I will this year
give away ten thousand dollars' worth
of this medicine, and anyone suffering
from these disease* can get a box of It
absolutely free. All that is necessary I*
to send me your add res*.
I don’t mean that you are to use a
part of It or all of it and pay me If
1 mean that I will send you a
cured.
box of this medicine absolutely free of
a
gift from me to the uric Add
charge,
sufferers of the world, so I can show
them where and how they may bo cured.
1 will not expect payment for this free
medicine, nor would I accept It now or
later If you sent It. It Is free In the real
meaning of the word.
For twenty five yearn—a quarter of a
century—I have been trying to convince
the public th*t I have something genuine, something better than others have
for the cure of stubborn, chronic rheumatism, for torturing kidney backache,
But It is
for annoying call* to urinate.
hard to convince people—they try a few
things unsuccessfully and give up all
hope and refuse to listen to anyone
thereafter.
Happily, I am In a position
now to demonstrate to sufferer* at my
own expense that I have a medicine that
I don't ask them
cures these diseases.
to spend any money to ffnd out; I don't
ask them to bcheve me. nor even to take
the word of reliable people, but all I
n- k is that they allow me to send them
That Is
the medicine at my own cost.
surely fair.
To this end I have **t aside ten thousand dollars, which will be used to compound my medicine. Much of It Is ready
now to be sent out. all of It fresh and
Then- will be enough for all
standard.
sufferers, though there be thousands of
them.
And anyone who needs it can
But In order that
g«d some of It free.
I shall know that you have n disease
for which this medicine is intended, I
ask you to s«»nd me some of your leading
symptoms, if you have any of the sympthe list printed here you ne»*d
toms In
my medicine and If you will write me
I will gladly send you a box of It free
Look
with full directions for your use.
the symptoms over, see which symptoms
you have, then write me about as follows
"Pear I>r. I notice symptoms
number”—here put down the numbers,
give your age, full address, and send It
to me.
My address Is Dr. T. Frank
Lynott, 9175 Deagan Bldg., Chicago, 111.
The ten thousand dollars I am spending for the compounding of my medicine Is only a part of the money I am
devoting to this cause, for the package
of medicine I send you will be fully prepaid at my expense. From any standpoint you view It. YOU Incur no expense
or obligation.
Just tell others who you
know are suffering who sent you the
medicine that cured you.
I am promising to glvs away ten thousand dollars' worth of medicine and 1

Oct.

Capt.

W.

of

a

serious

illness,

Mr.

Pond

unable to return to his home at

has

been

Dexter.

Curtis Frost and wife are here to spend
the winter at Mrs. Frost’s home.
Mrs.
Frances Hammond will soon join them.
Their many friends welcome them home.
Abby Mayo, of Franklin, formerly
Eden, is visiting relatives in town. Although eighty-five years old, she is smart
and well. She has a twin brother— Rufus
Milliken, of Winterport.
Oct. 7.
C.
Mrs.

of

Boston and vicinity before
Brunswick for the winter.

returning

Oct. 7.

to

Mrs.

Effie Duffle is spending

The friends of Mrs. Annie E. Moffett
Carter

Sophronia

Mrs.
from

Harbor,

Northeast

are

has

returned

where she

has

had employment this season.
J. T. Freeman and wife and Miss Burk,
of Boston, who have spent their vacation
at Allen Smith’s, returned home Monday.
Mrs. ValoruB Gray and two daughters,
who have been at the Freeman house this
season, returned to their home in Penob-

7._G.
MT. DESERT FERRY.

Miss Eleanor Carter is visiting in Portland.
Mrs. Bessie

Tufts has gone to Ellsworth

for the winter.

land,

were

recent

If Your Voice Gets in, You Win

son Donald, of Portguests of Mrs. Vesta

A Palmer (Mass.) subscriber told this story:
'•I got word of a possible big contract In western New York,
my grip, and started on the night train. All next day

Carter.

Schooner Mary
Martin, discharged

packed

Wellington, Capt.

B.

Charles

Sargent,

ill, is out.

coal for the

I waited around that city, trying to see the head of the iirm.
He was busy—busy. I couldn't get at him.
When night
came I went home disgusted.

Maine

Calvert and

Frank

Bridges

spent the

are

George Murch and wife have moved to
their home here, after being in Bar Harbor

through

the

summer.

John Dolliver and wife visited Mrs
Dolliver's parents, Daniel Grindle and
wife, last week.
Mrs.
Hazel
Gordon and
daughter
Mildred have returned to Portland, after

spending

the

summer

here.

Her

visited her

__

COREA.
Walter Hadley, of South Goulds boro, is
by 8. T. Spurling as mail

employed
carrier.

Cecil Stewart is having a bungalow built.
Moees Stanley, of Prospect
Harbor, are doing the work.

Asa Stevens and

Miss Maude Stewart is home from Bar
Harbor, where she has had employment
ihis summer at the St. Sauveur hotel.
John Driscoll, who has boon employed

brother

is

ber

days

spent a lew
Hanna’s.

home

last

Cherryfield,

week at

sumed their

7.

The next
club will be

circle

re-

meetings

every

daughter,

Mrs.

Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs.

Amelia Davis and

Every Bell Telephone

Callahan, have gone to Bangor to
visit Mrs. Davis’ daughter, Mrs. Herbert

is

a

Long Distance Station

Belle

Newman.

Oct. 7.

ANON.

E. A.

QUARRY.

New York.

Reta Morris, Doris Grant and Alberta
social for the
Wednesday Seavey gave an ice-cream
held at Mrs. Emily Martin’s benefit of the pastor, Mr. Richardson, FriProceeds, |5.56.
week following the club will day evening.

meeting

of

the

Oct. 9.

The

meet

Mrs. Lizzie Bean’s.

at

Briar.

Oct. 7.

Oct. 7.

Phoebe.
NORTH SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Louise
after the

I

—

NORTH LAMOINE.
1.

sewing

I

New

England Telephone and
Telegraph Company

Albee,

Harbor,

M.

The announcement of a long-distance call usually
will secure a hearing.
Many busy men prefer to
transaet business by telephone.
It enables them
to concentrate, to escape the emphasis of personalties and to make quick decisions.

of

in town last week.

HALL

has returned to her borne in

Watson Joy, Herman Joy, B. K. Joy and
wife, of Sullivan, were here last Wednesday to attend the funeral of their uncle,
Oct.

Clifton,

son

Innes is home, after working for
Sargent and little daughter i George
Mass.
Geneva, of East Franklin, are visiting! the summer in Mason,
Mrs. W. M. Pettee.
The ‘schooner Edwin Pierce is loading
Miss Margaret Campbell, who has 6pent stone for Harry Maoomber for Bar Harbor.
the summer with her sister, Mrs.

Charles last week.

Joy.

were

and

ladies of the aid society have

N. Salisbury is ill.

Hooper

season

Theo

is at ber home

at Hancock

Moses Abbott is

here,

Point.

home
house, Hancock Point, where she has been employed.
Cards have been received announcing
Mrs.

Thursday

H.

Peters

arrived

from the Tarratine

James Hersey has returned, and ia at the marriage of Bernice Mae, only daughthe Elms. His daughter, Mrs. A. B. Holt, ! ter of Mrs. Hattie 1. Miller, to Edward
spent the week-end with him.
Lincoln Webb. The ceremony was perArthur
Higgins and
daughter, of formed by Rev. E. Forrest Wood at the
Chelsea, Mass., also his sister Alice, and parsonage. The bride and groom gave
aunt, Mrs. Addie Higgins, of EUsworth, their friends the slip, and went on a short
visited at Mrs. Ellen Young’s on Sunday.
wedding trip by automobile. Both young
Oct. 7.*Y.
Fortunes In Faces.
Lag Of Boy.
There’s often much truth in the saying,
“It seemed that my 14-year old boy would
her
“her
face
is
fortune,” bat its never said
have to lose bis leg. on account of an ugly j
ulcer, caused by a bad bruise,” wrote D. F. I where pimples, skin eruptions, blotches or
Howard. Aquone, N. C. “All remedies snd other blemishes disfigure It. Impure blood
doctors' treatment failed till we tried Buck- | is back of them all, and shows the need of Dr.
len’a Arnica Salve, and cared him with one * King’s New Life Pills. They promote health
box.”
Cares burns, boils, skin eruptions. and beauty. Try them. 2fi cents at all druggists.
piles; ttc at all druggists.

on

the road again.

W. F. Cousins and wife
annual

visit to

Bangor

are

and

making their
Brewer this

week.

Neighbors of Frank Bragdon dug and
put in the cellar over 100 bushels of potatoes for him Saturday, besides pulling
his beans, for which Mr. Bragdon is very
grateful.
Oct. 7.

T.

Tortuing eczema spreads its burning area
Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
every day.
its spreading, instantly relieves the itching,
cures it permanently.
At sny drug store.—
Advt.

Saves

>

I HUB-MARK RUBBERS

NORTH FRANKLIN.

for Gardner Bow'den in Marlboro.

Gideon L.

Bracy

Mrs. Grace

Ney Killman, of Prospect, is the guest
of George L. Stewart and wife.
John W. McKay is doing mason work

mother,

Mrs. Flora Gray, accompanied her for a
visit, and will go from Portland to Massachusefts for The winter.
M.
Oct. 7.

Martin,

Unionville,

of

Elmer Pinkham and wife of

_

of Bar

The

aunt, Mrs. Lizzie Bean.
The Scheffleins have closed their summer home here and returned to New York

to

Miss Tillie E.

Brooklin,

Sargent is the guest of Mrs.
M. Pettee.

Guptili,

Amanda Perkins, of Hall Quarry,
visiting relatives here.

Herman

next morninto that

me

"It could and did. Within a half hoc.r from the time I put in
the call, I was awarded the contract.”

Mrs.
is

it.

“As my eyes rested on the telephone in my office
ing, I said to myself: 'Wonder if you couldn't get
office—get my voice where I can't go myself1’

OTTER CREEK.

re-

Anne.

visiting

from Back cove, where they have been
Frank G. Murch is visiting bis brother
tending a weir for the last two months,
Frederick.
I with good success.
S.
Oct. 7.
Claud Gray, who has spent the summer I
here with his grandmother, has returned
ROAD.
FRANKLIN
Massachusetts.

Howard Galley has returned to Bangor,
after spending the summer here.

recently purchased

Miss Marian

a

L. Milan and wife went to Southwest
Harbor Sunday in their motor boat.

who has been

by Miss Mosely, of Brookline,

Mrs. Joan

to Boston.

Arthur Robinson and wife
week-end with friends here.

“Red

It is to be remodeled and

days W.

few

a

Mrs. C. R. Bridges has returned from

trip

the

on

ASHV1LLE.

here with friends.

business

begun

House”.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

0.

OAK POINT.

been

Oct. 7.

Sumac.

Pain In the hark.
two fretjnent dettlre to urinate.
Hum Inc «*r <>!>«( ruction of urine.
Pain or rorfnrai In the bladder.
l*r<eln«lr trouble.
tin* or train In the
tienernl <)ehHlt?.weaknee*.dtr*lne«*.
Palm nr niitura under rlsbt rlh
Swelling In anj part of the hotly.
4 on*il(i «Mnti or liver trouble.
Palntiaft»n nr |»eln under the heart.
II—Pain In Ire hli» Joint.
13—Pnin In the nark or bead.
14 —Pain <rr eorenea* In the kidney*.
13— Pain or *«eliln* of the Joint*.
15 I aln tw *w el tine *»f tire mimic*.
17 —Pain ami wwrn«tM In nerve*.
IS—Acute or chronic rheutuntUm

sorry to learn of her continued illness.

Mrs. Marston and

decorated
who has

I
t
3
4
ft
4
7
S4
10
11

II. Freeman ia seriously ill.

last week.

Work has

Mrs. Mary R. Butler has gone to Peru,
Vt., to visit friends. She will visit in

These Are the Symptoms:

Albert Smith, who has had employment
at Seal Harbor this summer, is at home.

Frank

Sherman McFarland.

do that; I am promising to send
any sufferer who wtfte* me a box of
this medicine and full directions free of
charge, and I will do that.
I can say
further that this
medicine has
been
vouched for according to law an complying in every detail with all requirements
It will stop rheumatism, it will stop p.,in
and backache. It will stop too frequent
desire to urinate: It will heal, ioothe
and strengthen.
You will he better n
* very
way for having taken It.
There
Is not an
Ingredient that can lniure
not one but will benefit.
All that I ask
Is that you use it yourself so that
you
may be personally convinced.
Owing to the large number of requests, I have had ten thousand more
copies of my medical book printed. This
book is new and up to date and contains
complete descriptions, symptoms. can*.*
effects and cure* of kidney, hladdt
nn-i
rheumatic disease-*
All who write f .r
the free medicine will be sent a copy
this grand Illustrated medical book—the
largest ever written on these diseases
for free and general distribution
If you need medicine such as I have
if you are anxious to be cured and don't
want to spend any monev LOOKIN’!', for
write me.
cures,
fU-nd the symptoms
over and let me hear from you t *d.i>
will

7._M.

Thompson and Edward R. Hamor Central
at Narrawere at the Thompson camp
Hudson B. Kingman and wife, who are
Jerome
has
Young
Capt.
recently pur- visiting friends in Brockton, Mass., is guagus last week duck hunting.
visiting his sisters, Mrs. Louis Jordan and
chased a pair of flne young horses. They
home.
Clarence Leonard, who has been work- Miss Arvilla Kingman, will leave Tuesday
bore a tag giving their names as “Pet”
Daniel Gallison and wife, of Hancock, ing on the Hamor farm, has gone to Bar for their home in Newport, R. 1.
and “Dude”.
C.
Oct. 7.
were recent guests of their (laughter, Mrs.
Harbor, where he has employment.
Harry Pond and his mother have been
four weeks at a cottage here. On account

DR. T. FRANK LYNOTT
away $10,000 warth of aiadicin*.

wh# is livinc

Sargent’s Sunday.

Harrington

called to

J. Pierpont Edwards and wife, who have
spend the summer at “Eastcote”, their
home here, left Thursday for Bedford
Mills, N. Y.

brick work.

a

Fred Jellison, William Graham, Donald
Method, Nina Jellison, Myra Higgins and
Hazel Young, of Bar Harbor, werelat E. E.

winter home in Boston.

Graves house.

her

every way.

Oct.

by the death of his mother.
Samuel B. Dean and wife closed their
cottage here last Friday, and left for their

have moved

with

short time

a

I Am Willing To Prove
I Can Cure You

scot last week.

last week

Johnson, who is employed in
Bangor, is visiting her parents here.

family

was

grange fair.
was served.

Lena Hamor went to New York
last Thursday for a two weeks' visit.

the winter.

into the old

spend

to

Mrs.

Miss Vera

Arthur Graves and

Davis is occupying the Will
Freetby cottage.
Mr. Lambert, of Dexter, was called here
by the illness of Harry Pond. He is a
brother of Mrs. Ernest Moon.

was

cent visitor here.
Miles

WEST EDEN.
Mrs. M. W. Lurvey and little son Lloyd,
of Sound, were the guests of {Mrs. E. E>
Sargent this week.
SMrs. Nettie Higgins has gonelto Ells-

HULL'S COVE.

Abbott, of Bar Harbor,

Mass., for

W’illiam

Nadeau, at Rumford, Sept. 30.
C. N. Small, wife and daughter Dorothy
Mrs. W.
are out of town for a few days.
H. Holmes is employed at the drug-store
during Mr. Small’s absence.
X.
Oct 7.
_

Mrs. Ella
were served.
Wooster easily
carried off tbe honors in flinch.
Oct. 7.
Anon.

afternoon.

departure yesterday.

Friends of Peter W. Mitchell, who lived
here several years ago, w ill be interested
to learn of his marriage to Miss Alice M.

R.

E. D.

T

aoDruvcmriuB.

PRETTY MARSH.

colony took
Only a few of

ter.

of them.

Oct. 5.
WEST

garage there.

a

Oct. 6.

summer

cottagers remain.
The American express office has been
moved to F. N. Graves’ store for the win-

Stewart, of Newport, has been here a
Paul
days with a string of ponies.
the young son of Pastor Anger, is the
one

business

the

em-

C.

William

the

their

Ceylon Emery.

few

of

was a

J. Manchester and wife will leave
their winter home in St. Peters-

About 100 of the

erect-

Frank Leland and wife and Master John
Iceland, who have moved to Bar Harbor
for the winter, are spending a few days at
their cottage.

Refreshments

in

are

Florence Trott, who has been

owner

work in

Oct. 17 for

ployed at Tea Cup Inn, during the summer,

proud

Mitchell and; wife have been

Charles

burg, Fla.

N. Rich and Charles Smith
a

vacation of two weeks.

visitor in town last week.

rebuild.

Miss

a

Vondell Flye, of Bangor,

or

S.

friends

relatives in Bangor and^vicinity.
D. 8. Mooney left Wednesday; for Bangor to spend the winter with bis son

There

Miss Sarah

dimes

few

from

joyed

season.

Hastings is visiting^relatives
in Washington county.
The kindergarten has been resumed, af-

or

visiting

is

Henry Spurting

Mrs.
and

brother, E. W. Allen.
Mrs. Marian Whitten sudlinlsnt daughter, of Northeast Harbor, are;witb Mrs.
Whitten’s mother, Mrs. JudithlKittredge.

Oct. 7.

the
for

West Tremont Sunday.

worth

urer.

is home.

W. H. Grass and wife spent

are:

birthday party Oct. 24. It is hoped all
who receive the little sheets of rhyme and
tiny bags may respond with centB, nickels

ing

Saturday night

coming year

Mrs. Florence

SALISBURY COVE.

business.

Alice Moore, who has been having
attack of asthma, is somewhst

a"severe

hoped John.

Rae Graves is in Boston.
and

Brown

Pastor

for the

officers chosen

and members.

NORTH HANCOCK.
Charles Googins

_

spending a few days with IO. V. Young
and family.
months. The first one will be held the
Jordan Benson has gone to Englewood,
latter part of November. The first regufor the winter.
HeJ has obtained
lar meeting of the club will be held with N. J.,

_

home from

few

a

supper

Walter Lawrie, as superintendent of the
First Methodist Sunday school, assumed
Mrs.
charge at the Sunday session.
Marietta Dyer, the former superintendent,
whose resignation was announced some
time ago, has been a faithful official. A
vote of thanks was given her by officers

Oct. 7.

was

getting

been

Bar Har-

last week.

Methodist

the ladies gave a
Roberts’ orchestra.

has

improved.
fiOapt. Erastus L.JGOU arrived from Ellsworth Tuesday with a load of grain, in the
Mrs. Martha Havey is spending a short bor Saturday to visit friends.
aloop Daisy.
lime in Bangor with her granddaughter,
G. M. Tuttle and family have closed
Mrs. Victor Peavy.
Sarah M. Driscoll and Mr. Capin, who
their summer home and returned to New
have spent the summer^with Dennis DrisRaymond Hooper, who sustained the York.
coll and wife, left Monday for Boston.
loss of a foot recently in Chicago, is doing
N. I. Bowditch and wife, of FramingFred Rich, of Tremont, contractor on
well, according to late reports.
a
few
for
days
ham, Mass., arrived Friday
Charles H. Harding’s newjhouse, has been
Mrs. Genevieve Collins returned from at their bungalow.
obliged to go homej on account of poor
Dover Saturday. She attended the DoverMrs. Willard, Miss Mary and Edward
bealth. Mr. Dodge, iof^Tremont, who is
Foxcroft centennial celebration.
Willard went to Winter Harbor Saturday’
the
painting on the Harding
The eleven-months-old daughter of Mr. to spend a few days. They expect to leave doing
house, has it nearly completed.
and Mrs. Merritt Eldridge died Sunday.
weeF.
this
in
home
otheir
Philadelphia
[
Oct. 4.
_Chips,
It had been a frail child from its birth.
The architect has completed jthe plans
SEAWALL.
son of
the
sixteen-year-old
Grafton,
lor the Neighborhood house, and^A. J.
Fred Bunker, fell during a wrestling bout
Mrs. Eliza King is visiting at Samuel
Bryant, the contractor and builder, has a
last week at the high school, and broke his
copy of them which he will show to any Moore's.
leg.
one wishing to see them.
Harry Sprague has moved into the Frank
Mrs. A. C. Brown arrived home Tuesday,
Mrs. Walter F. Stanley and son Norman Dolliver house.
after a vacation of several weeks spent
left Sunday for Waltham, Mass., to visit
Mrs. Samuel Moore came home from
Bar Harbor

enjoyed by the Daughters of Pocahontas ments.
Wednesday evening.
Mrs.
Harry Havey and daughters
William Hillgrove, of North Sullivan, Genevieve and Charlotte left Thursday to Mrs. F. W. Tingley Nov. 6. The business
club was held with Mrs.
His
left Sunday for Los Angeles, CaJ.
join Mr. Havey at Presque Isle. His meeting of the
at her summany friends here wish him success in his mother, Mrs. Carrie Havey, accompanied G. M. Tuttle, of New York,
The
mer residence, “Sal Mere,” Sept. 36.
ne«v home.
them for a stay of two weeks.
the

Moore

herring io bis weirs.
The fail term of school is taught by John
Carter, of Beech bill.
Mrs.

few weeks ago.

Milton Phippin has returned from the

Mrs. E.

UOTT’S BLAND.

QFhilip

Oates, at Castine recently.
Mrs. E. E. Fickett and sons, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday at their old home
Mrs.

_

_____

employed

is

people ere popular, and hosts ol friends*
extend congratulations.
MSept. 30.

S.

Stanley’s.

daughter.

ill, are pleased to know he is
gaining rapidly.
Frank Springer aDd wife have returned with relatives in the western part of
to Bar Harbor, after a vacation spent with Maine.
friends in Bucksport and West Sullivan.
Roy Moseley and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Mrs. Joan Sargent, who has been visit- visited Mr. Moseley’s grandparents, Danher daughter, Mrs. Mary A. Hooper, has
iel Crabtree and wife, at Martin’s ridge
who has been

NEWS.

COUNTY

re-

Cherryfleld Friday.

Mrs. Flora Perkins visited her

Bangor,

of

Howard and

Lowell
over

bought

past (our mouths,

mail carrier the

as

WEARfll

M RUBBERS
This Winter

Thu Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark on Rubbers
Wear Hub-Mark Rubbers this winter. They cost no
more than any first-class rubber.
If your dealer can't
supply you write us.
Boston Rubber Shoe Co., Malden, Mass.

COUNTY

NEWS

Brewer,

Harold Grant and wife and Mr.
Bar Harbor, were guests at the
home of G. A. Frost and wife
Sunday.
Oct.

*

Qninn,

BLUE HILL.
Barker and wife
(fclph
vacation in Oalala.
A.

are

7._F.

spending

Isaac

and children have
jlra Sprague
Mr. Sweet In Boeton for the winSweet

Joined

ha* returned from a
jjre. K. 8. Osgood
of several weeke in New York and

ri‘it

vicinity.

home in Baltimore.

Mra. L. M. Lunt, who has spent the
Southwest Harbor with her
son Roland, is home.
Mrs. Edmund Reed, who has spent the
summer with her husband at Bar
Harbor,
has returned home.
W. H. Lunt and wife have returned
from Biuehill, where they have been emsummer at

of Jacksonville,
Mrs. Guy Champlain,
her summer home, "Moss
p, hss closed
(or the winter.
ledge.” snd gone South
and family have reStrobel
O.
Victor
in Philadelphia, afturned to their home
summer at Lappbawink.
ter spending the
H. E. Krehbiel
frsnt Kneiael and family,
Thomas Tapper, of
,n(! wife and Mrs.
Fork, closed their cottages last week.

j

ployed through

the

summer.

Fourteen of the ladies of this place met
at the hall and tacked two quilts to
sold for the cemetery fence fund.

Merrill and Mis* Kutb
Mr*.
Merrill have left for tbelr home in
Dorchester, Ms**., after summering st the
F.

has gone to Rockisnd
have his boat put in order for
scallop-

ing.
District Superintendent Frederick Palladino preached an interesting sermon here
Sunday afternoon.

and w ife have cloaed
George F. Cochrane
for the season and returned
ujjeven Acre”
their

Andrew

George W. Lunt
to

Boeton.
and Mlaa Marjorie
Mr*. E- E. Fullerton
are spending a few weeka in Boa-

I()

repairing

is

A.

.I..:;

jsrz

SEDGWICK.
was

in Ellsworth Satur-

day.

Ten of the K. P. sisters attended the
convention at North Haven last week.

ter.

MortcII

Murphy

Morton’s house.

COUNTY NEWS.
J. A. Cl oh son

WEST TREMONT.

,*lr

ion and

of

be

is

suffering

from

lumbago.
Miss Harriette Cole has returned from
Portland.
D. F. Dority, of Bangor,
last week.

was

in town

H. Douglas Butler has gone to Camden,

employment.

William Sylvester, who has been in
Gorham several weeks, is at home.
Mrs. Flora Taylor and littlo daughter,
Marion Parsons, have gone to Bangor.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Sanderson attended
Baptist convention in Portland last

the

G. E. Christy has gone to Everett,
Mass., to visit his sister, Mrs. Minnie
Daniels.
Mrs. Eva Weed, who rented the Turner
house during the summer, will return
soon to Rockland.
The

ISLE.

Stephen Stanley, who has been employed
the yacht loieta, is home.

T. B. Towle end wife, Mrs. Nthum
Hinckley, W. T. Hinckley, Dr. E. J.
Hinckley, M. C. Pierce, Mr. snd Mr*.
Stoddard, H. L. Parker and wile, Joe.
Stewart anil wife, of Bangor, E. B. GilChrift and wife, W. J. Dorman and wile

on

The friends of Clara Stinson gave her
surprise party Monday, her fifteenth

week at his

spent
cottage,
day. Mrs. Butler will follow later.

left Mon-

new

try
through all his long life of four score and
right years he w»s a loyal and patriotic citi-

Mass.

j

sen.

Knolrr, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on record; that a copy be sent to
his widow; that a copy be sent to The Ettaworth America* for
publication, and the
hall be draped in mourning for thirty days
CHABLER i*. UaBSOK,
A. C. 8TBVBNS,
D. E. Grind* k,
Committee.

The residence of Mrs. B. A. Dorr has
been repainted by C. H. Saunders and H.
R. Cotton.
A

{

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
A. Ginn Wednesday morning, Oct.
Congratulations are extended.

Colen
2.

Mrs. Annie Crane, who has been the
guest of Mrs. Carrie Jordan for a week,
has returned to Mrs. Ltixie Patten's for a
lew davs before returning to her home in
Somerville, Mass., for the winter.
D.
Oct. 7.

Brook*, of East Orange, N. J., will
b»ad the progresaive electoral ticket in |
N?w Jersey in the pre*identill election. !
TRENTON.
Mr. Brook* l» a summer resident here, and
S. Moore, of Ellsworth Falls, has
Percy
• man * no take* a great interest in the
moved bis family here for the winter.
prosperity of the town. Hi nee he began
B. F. Jordan, of Bar Harbor, spent Batto come here f<*r his summers he ha* done
his family.
much to arouse interest in agriculture by u’rday night and SuDday with
•offering priz*** for best results. In other
Mrs. Lottie Garland and three children
to
the
town.
ways he has been a great help
Smith and
He it an «ru. ai anil active supporter of visited her parents, Emery
and Saturday.
the progressive cause, end before leaving wife, at Surry Friday
Mat.
Oct. 7.
for bis New Jersey borne, took an active
part in organizing the Kooeevelt and
Johnson club here.
ammunnnu*.
E. J.

_

N )hTH CASTINE.
Mi#* Carrie Withim is teaching in St.
Albans.

stated meeting of Columbia chapter,
S., Wednesday evening, the committee on entertainment presented a novel
feature. The slaters were disguised and
At

a

Wtscott and son Archie
visiting relatives in Bucksport.
Mr*. Paul

are

Gladys

i

Mrs. F'rank W. Dunbar, who has been

dangerously ill

of

ptomaine poisoning,

is

Mightly improved.
Hay War dwell and wife, accompanied
by Mrs. Edith Grover, of Penobscot, returned Sunday to Harborside.
W. E. Ordway has recently threshed
•eventy-two bushels of six-row barley
from three bushels of seed sown.
Mrs. Hosa Ward well, with her sons Virgil and Clarence, is with her parents,
Hallman Dodge and w'ife, at Goose Falls.
The schooner William Matheson, Capt
John Devereux, from the Grand Banks,
went up the river Sunday on her way to

Bucksport.
Arthur Guilford left Saturday for Owl s
in tow his new houseboat
(not boathouse) which he will use as a
river residence while fishing.
Ralph Ward well and wife, Mrs. Helen
Hatch, Mrs. Mary Lee Bowden and Miss
Posey Ward well, of Castine, visited their

Head, having

Parents Saturday and Sunday.
Eighty-seven barrels of apples were sent
from here to the Bagaduce landing,
Brooksville, last week to be forwarded to
Allen’s canning factory at North Sedgwick.
Capt. Edwin Ordway and Edward West,
members of Charles L. Stevens post, G. A.

START NOW
Susceptibility

j

;

to

colds,

sore

throats, tonsilitis and such, indi-

MAR1AVILLE.
Mrs. Emery Morrison is ill.
Auburn Frost has purchased a fine horse
of Chester Nevells, of Ellsworth.
There will be an entertainment at tbe
fcchoolhouse in district No. 2 Thursday
evening. Miss Bessie Jordan is tbe school
teacher.
Amos Archer, wife and daughter, of Auand Dr. Thomas and Mr. Gross, of

rora,

visit with

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect

it makes rich, healthy,
blood fortifies the tissues
and stimulates the appetite it
makes sound body-strength.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is the
active

Sept. 30. 1012.
BAR HARBOR TO
....

lv

Scott

are

P

M
4 15
4 45

PM
9 00

Sullivan....
Mt Desert Ferry.fll 20 ♦ 5 15 t 9 50
5 22
9 58
11 27
Waukeag, Sulllvn Fy
5 25 10 03
Hancock. 11 80
Franklin Road.Jll 40 : 5 33 10 14
Wash’gt’n June. fll 00 fll 50 : 5 41 10 45
5 47 10 52
11 06 11 57
ELLSWORTH.
5 52 M0 57
Ellsworth Falls. §11 10 12 02
6 07 Jll 10
Nicolin. §11 22 J12 15
6 17 111 19
80
12 24
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake. §11 87 112 81 : 6 26 111 26
Egery's Mill. 1 66 28
33 111 34
Holden. §11 43 12 39
6
12 59
12 00
Brewer June.
53, 11 58
7 00| li 59
1 05
12 05
ar.
BANGOR..
PM
4 50

PM
5 50

AM

AM
*

M2 50 4 50
Portland.ar.
7 55 ..° 8 80
Boston via Dover ar
.1 9 05
5 lft!.
Boston via Ptsmth ar
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
A M
PM
.t 8 00
10 00 —.
A M
AM
1 20. Ml 00
AM
PM
AM
f 6 00 tlO 30 f 3 10
8 07 1 0 86
3 16
J6 29 10 56 : 3 85

A

9 00
P M
85
PM
5 lft
5 21

fl2

a

tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

Corporation.

ft Bowtk. Bloomfield. N. J. 12-58

Bar Harbor and Boston $4.75,
One Way. $8.50 Round Trip.
Boston
$4.50,
Bluebiil and
One Way. $8 Round Trip.

FALLING

Sedgwick and Boston $4, One
Way. $7.00 Round Trip.
Oct. 7 to 21 Special Fall Ex-

TO=DAY

cursion to Boston and Return at Reduced Rates.

It won’t cost you

a

cent to prove

purchase price.

The same guarantee applies to danoi
druff, splitting hair, faded hair
scalp iter,.
PARISIAN Sage is the most de...

—

and invigorating
hair dressing in the world. It preof the hair
serves the natural color
and imparts to it a glossy appearance
that all admire.
,
Large bottle 50 cents at dealers
The girl with the Au-

lightful, refreshing

everywhere.

burn hair on every

package.

teaching

®
H
I

B

|J|j
H
B

unpleasant feelings.”

I

plj
B
■

ME

Portland Coal and Wood Dealer Supt.of big Portland ManufacMirincJ^rra

j

Doan’s Reguleta cure constipation, tone the
stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digestion and appetite anl easy passages of the
bowels.
Ask your druggist
for them. 25
cents a box.—Advt.

From a
“The first of last December, I took
on a man that proved to be a very hard
drinker and was look lug for a mull to
take his place when ho decided to
tako your cure. Now he is a good,
sober, industrious man and sure of his

Hava

I

a

you

friend

or

Jm

The man wo cent to your 3nsL.'u*»
for treatment for t ;e liQuor habi hirJ,
been at work every »?. */ ►ir*,e'<akiv'T

|H
cjM-ctio Ctil*
M
yourcuro.nudnj
and well rid ot his dec.ru lwr’i.^uv..
|H
Feels that he will never taste liquor ^M
B
1

again.”

position.”

Women

Appreciate

the value of good looks—of a fine complexion, a skin free from blemishes,
bright eyes and a cheerful demeanor.
Many of them know, also, what it means
to be free from headaches, backaches,
lassitude and extreme nervousness,
because many have learned the value of

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
the most reliable aid to better physical condition. Beecham's Pills have
an unequaled reputation because they
act so mildly, but so certainly and so
beneficially. By clearing the system,
regulating the bowels and liver, they
as

relative who it

a

victim of

The above are extracts from genuine original signed letters of
which we have hundreds. We have permission to show many of
You can unthese letters and they can be seen at our office.
derstand why it is not always proper to publish in a newspaper
the names of the writers.
These letters prove the success of

I

for liquor habit no matter how severe or serious, no matter even
The
if other systems have failed. We use no hypodermics.
patient is a new being when discharged has a firm step,
bright eye, clear head and good appetite. The Neal stops that
craving/ Our house is delightfully homelike—guest has best of
everything to eat and drink large airy rooms with private
baths—skilful obliging attendants. Results quick, sure, satisfving. Call, write or telephone for our wonderful little book
‘‘Three Days.”
Telephone 4216.
Our special treatment for Drug Habit Is highly successful.
All correspondence and dealings confidential.

the stomach and improve the
digestion. Better feelings, better looks,
better spirits follow the use of Beech-

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor Monat 10 00 a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stontnglon, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluebiil Mondays
and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for South Bluebiil,
Krooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brocksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued for the season.
RETURNING
Turbine Steel Steamship Bel fast or
Camden
Leaves Boston 5pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m. Wed
nesday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluebiil,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent. Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkkick, Agent. Bluebiil.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.
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am’s Pills so noted the world over

For Their
Good Efiects

Mustard Cream Sauce
For Vegetables and «
Escalloped Dishes V

every

*
i

escalsauce of considerable character that gives piquancy to
dishes and plain vegetables, such as carrots, cauliflower, onions,
potatoes, etc. This receipt is taken from a government bulletin:
Heat Yi pint sweet milk over boiling water. Beat 1 tablespoonful
butter and 1 teaspoonful of flour to a
and stir it into the hot milk.
cream
1 table^_Cook 5 minutes. Then mix Mustard
spoonful of Stickney & Poor’s
with a teaspoonful of cold water and
about 2 minutes before serving add it to
^
p
the sauce together with l/z teaspoonful
salt and K teaspoonful Stickney &
Poor’s pepper.
A

loped

everywhere, 10c.. 25c.
especially should read the direction*
box.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellafor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
five
need assistance
the

NtirknAV

care

next
during
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummby.
bouae.

_

^

Musnim

WITH

^^ Stickney & Poor’s

«.

Mustard

and gpfces famous all over New England
for their purity and strength, you are sure
In
to
get a sauce that will be delicate
flavor with just the right amount of nip

be on every good cook’s
Among the Stickney * Poor Product, that ehould
“ate.
G
pantry shelf arc: Mustard. Pepper. Cinnamon, Clovea,
Powder.
Pimento, Allspice. Sage. Savory. Marjoram, Celery Salt, Curry
Spice.
Paprika, Tapioca, Nutmeg. Cassia. Whole Mixed Spice, PastrySausage
Turmeric. Thyme, Soda, Cream of Tartar. Rice Flour. Potato Flour,
Seasoning, Poultry Seasoning and Flavoring Extracts.
Tell him so.
Make your grocer understand that you want “Stickney & Poor's**.

Jnger.

WEAR
Hcgai Notta*.

M

f856

Eastern Steamship

im-

Treasurer of a Large Dry Goods House
“The young man in our employ
who took your treatment some time
lifts not lost a day since he comago
znenced work. This would certainly
indicate that he is permauontlycured.”

$11

H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

STOP HAIR

the full

A

.tlO

especially
Ellsworth.

like and palatable
hol or drug—the quintessence
of purity.
Reject imitations they
postors for profit.

BANGOR.

M
30
Horrento.1
AM

BAR HARBOR

cure

liver oil. made creamwithout alco-

I

Saturday

aoiKt’isenunfs

A well-known Portland House Painter
In the case of one of my employes
who gome time ago went under treatment at your Institute.
.his appetite
for alcoholic liquor has been entirely
eradicated ana his general health
much improved.”

most

Rex.

to

tDaily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.14
p ru. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.52
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
fStops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requested to pro-

more:

Oct. 7.

with

a train will
ni; Ellsworth 8.11 a m for
leave Bangor
Bar Harbor. Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p
m; Ellsworth 5 20 p m for Bangor.

healthy body action like a small
match kindles a great tire—and

geography.

A Thomaston Man says:
“I am delighted to say that I am
feeling finely, sleep and enfc well and
have put on U) pounds of flesh. Cannot even stand the smell of alcohol
and the sight of an ala bottle ’rouses

I

Sold

at 7

SION after each meal starts

a

Women

Sundays, until Nov. 24 inclusive,

reserve

purest cod

Long’s

j 15| 10|

impoverished vitality—lack
strength to weather
changing seasons.
A spoonful of SCOTT'S EMULof

Mr.

ftailroatis ant) Steamboats.

cate

R., through the courtesy of J. M. Vogell,
of Castine, were entertained Saturday at
will supply you with a bottle of PAR1SI \N Sage, and if you are not satisCamp Winona, lake Aiamoesook.
LOct. 7.
fied" with the result he will refund
__

week-end

f
BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
S40
Holden.
59.
Egery’s Mill.tlO
I « 36 Jll 02 \ 8 41 J 6 47
Phillips Lake.
6 44, 11 10
3 48 5 57
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
: 6 53| 11 22 J 3 56 t 6 07
4 08
7 06 11 85
6 20
Ellsworth Falls.
4 14
6 2ft
7 13 11 42
ELLSWORTH.
7 2ft 11 50 4 20 J 6 81
Wash’gt’n June.
00
6 40
Franklin Road. J 7 83 M2
6 49
Hancock. I 7 41 12 10
6 53
7 44 12 13.
Waukeag, Cnllivn Fy
7 60 12 20
7 00
Mt Desert Ferry.
* 1*1.
Sullivan...
8
Sorrento.
1
9
7 45
ar
BAR HARBOR..

Redman

Mrs. John Wilson, of Portland, is at the
home of her nephew, Capt. M. W. Grindle.
Frank Marks, of Boston, with bis wife,
ha* been visiting bis sister, Mrs. Ross
Conner.

a

Portland.lv.

spent Saturday ;
with her aunt, Mrs. Sophronia Witham.
Harvey Gray and family, of Bluehill,
were recent guests at Clarence Hutchins’.
Mi**

F. Homer Long and wife, of Stonington,
made

Boston via Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv

John Gray, wife and two children vislied in Orland Last week.

lecture to the teachers
ifternoon on the methods of
rave

a Doctor
“The throe patients
who went
to your Institute no longer exhibit any
signs of the inebriate but are entirely
freed from the fetters that held them
•o long iu slavery.’'

O. E.

sold at auction. I. S. Candage proved an
birthday.
auctioneer; even if he did forget and
| ideal
Mrs. Joseph Thurston, of Cambridge, j lapse into equine language, it was paris spending a few weeks with her brother, | donable, being rather more in his line.
tno Miss Hope Dorman, of Belfast, were
The sisters brought a good price, which
tn. ng the out-of-town automobile tourC. C. Warren.
will be used for chapter supplies.
ist st the Bluehiil house Sunday.
William Saunders, of North Cambridge,
Oct. 7.
H.
H.
0-1.7.
Mass., who has spent a few days with
EAST
BLUEHILL.
friends here, left Friday.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION*.
Miss Margaret Wardwell is attending
firing dost row* of expressing our high es- j
Mrs. I). W. Tonrey, of Reach, and Mrs.
for
our
deceased
teem and kindly regard
Lettie Patch, of Winter Harbor, spent j Shaw’s business college in Portland.
we.
the
Bettel,
Robert
surviving
cct-.'ade.
Misses Edith Amick and Gena Bridges
Thursday with Mrs. Byron Tracy.
B,,. rs of James A. Garfield post. No. 4*.
have gone to Bucksport to attend school.
H.
Oct. 7.
<i. a. R.. do hereby
Comrade
F. W. Cousins, wife and children have
m, That in the death of
ORLAND.
Bettei. our post has lost a most worthy memclosed their bungalow and gone to Bangor
are
a
and
honored
cltiand
bad
colda
good
bar the commanlty
preva- for the winter.
Chicken-pox
itr and hi* family a kind and loving father
lent, but no serious cases are reported.
Leon Wescott and wife, of Lowell,
Thrve years ot hU early tuaa
sod uu»o«uu.
Miss Gladys A. Dorr arrived Sunday,
Mass., are visiting Mr. Wescott’s parents,
hood our comrade gave to his adopted counalter a week with lriends in Brockton, E. Wescott and wife.
in its struggle to maintain the Union; and
a

From

Capt. George Haskell, who sails the
racht Eaperanza, of Philadelphia, came
some Saturday for a few days.
Malcolm Carman and Benjamin Haskell,
who have been employed on it ferryboat
n New York, came home Thursday.
Supt. of Schools William H. Patten

and

a

Gustavos Mitchell and wife went to
Yarmouth Monday.

have

Marine lodge, F. and A. M., will work
third degree Tuesday evening.
A
banquet will be served.
:he

I

gor

built

R.

DEER ISLE.

week.

annual harvest home sale
supSchuyler and Rets Rumill went to Banwill be held Wednesday, Oct. 16, afFriday to meet their father, who ac- per
ternoon and evening.
companied them home Saturday.
Parker cottageThere was a dance at Riverside hall Sat'Wedding cards have been received by
Prof, and Mrs. Fowler doted "Lent
urday evening. Music by Singleton’s orEnd ', snd have returned to their home in friends and relatives of Kate Clark, of
chestra, of Tbomaston.
Providence, R. I. They will spend the Portland, eldest daughter of W. A. Clark,
Franklin Hall, who has been living here
sr., and wife, announcing her marriage to
winter in Europe.
about two years on account of poor health,
Winfred Nason, of Biddeford.
Frank II. Teagle and wife, of Cleveland,
has returned to Malden, Mass.
Oct. 7.
Thelma.
0.. spent last week in town, having Mrs.
J. T. Butler, of Hollis, L. I., who has
John Tesgle'e house, “Shore Acres," placed
SOUTH DEER

in adiness for the addition to he
Osgood Bros, will
thi- winter.
Charge of the work.

the grocery business there.
Oct. 7.
_

Mrs. L. W. Guptill

where he has

mother, Mrs. Cora Long. They were married Sept. 17 in Boston. Mrs. Long is a
native of Stonington. Mr. Long went to
Stonington a few years ago, and is now in

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Elmer I. Fiske, of Bluehill,
county of Hancock, State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated August eighteenth,
a. d. 1909, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds in book 462, page 139, conveyed to the Hancock County Savings Bank, a
duly organized and having an escorporation
tablished place of business at Ellsworth,
Hancock county, State of Maine, three certain
lots or parcels of land situated in Blnehill,
county and State aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
First lot: Beginning at a dry birch tree on
line of land between Newell Osgood and
George W. Clay, thence northeasterly on said
line fifty six rods and one-half to the highway leading by John Webster’s house, thence
northerly by said highway about fifty-eight
rods to John Webster’s land, thence southwesterly on line of Weoster’s land and same
course on said Osgood’s land, about sixtyeight and one-half rods to a cedar stake,
thence southeasterly on a straight line to
first-mentioned bounds, containing twentythree acres, more or less.
Second lot: Commencing at Billings line
on the Eastern road leading from Bluehill to
Bucksport, theuce by said road to land occuby Webster, thence by said Webster’o
and to corner of land owned by said Webster;
thence north forty degrees west to a stake and
stones on line of land owned by Samuel Billings; thence by said Billings land to the
aforesaid Eastern road, containing dfteen

STICKNEY A POOR SPICE CO., 184 State Street, Boston.

WHEREAS

the national mustard POT

I CLARION

have clearly shown the
wisdom of thorough manufacture for best results.
CLARIONS
all kinds of

fiied

acres more

or

have stood

tests

past thirty-eight
1

always
You

less.

Third lot: Commencing on the eastern line
of the road leading by N. H. Ingalls house in
the southwest corner of land of B. W. Hinckley, thence north 87 east on said Hinckley’s
laud 160 rods; thence south 48" east 52 rods;
west 160 rods, thence north
thence south 87
48" west 52 rods to the first bound, containing
And whereas the con52 acres more or less.
ditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof, said Hancock County 8av
ings bank, by its treasurer duly authorized,
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hancock County Savings Bank,
By Charles C. Burrill. its treasurer.
Dated at Ellsworth. Maine, September 20,
1912.

RANGES I

MADE

Established 1839

years

and

high favor.

win

cannot

afford to

experiment, having the
splendid reputation of
CLARIONS to guide you.

THE COLONIAL CLARION

I

during the

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. |

SOLD BY J P. ELDRIDQE,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

■

Banking.

aWcrttsnnrntB.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ISAAC FAIRBROTHER, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Cora E. Coolidoe.
St. Albans, Me., Sept. 25,1912.

THE

Is what your money will
invested in shares of the

fiven

A

THE

Is

open.

WHY

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons bavins
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thrreto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Owen H. Treworoy.
Ellsworth Falls, Sept. 25, 1912.

THE

now

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each: monthly pay
ments, 81 per share.

WORTH,

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
HENRY E. DAVIS, late of ELLSWORTH
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
the
eshaving demands
against
tate
said deceased are
of
desired
to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Harriet C. Davis.
Ellsworth, Sept. 25, 1912.

if

Ellsworth Loan aDd Building Ass’n.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GEORGIA TREWORGY, late of ELLS-

days and Thursdays

earn

PAY

RENT

when you can borrow
your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
and interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

ELECTRICAL
Ful

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
Wiring tad Supplies Cheerfully Given
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building, State.St.,

Estimates

ea

|

For

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’jr,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kino, President.

The Ellsworth American
(The only oouhty paper.]

INTEREST TOO HEAVY

REAL PROGRESS
UNDER TAFT.

0O8T8 FARMERS

TOO MUCH TO

BORROW MONEY.
AGRICULTURIST* PAY $M0,000,000 A YEAR FOR USB OF CAPITAL; GERMANS HALF AS MUCH.

AMERICAN

Many Progressive Measures

The United

Put In Force,

row

bor-

government
money at 2 per cent, annual interest;
States

business

American

can

men

can

borrow

on

commercial paper at 4.1 percent.; loans
on tbe mortgage security of city property

THE WHOLE PEOPLE SERVED.

cost

only

5

per cent., but the American
pay an average rate of 8.6

farmer has to

per cent, for the money he

Express Companies Compelled to Reduce Rates, Parcels Post Law Enacted and Other Notable Progreaeive

needs to

oper-

ite his business.

Why this

is so, and

how

tbe

European

building

l»

added to the

completed,

its

coat

can

be

loan."

“When it comes to borrowing money
need*, the European farmer
again has all the best of it, according to
Mr. Yoakum, through the system of rural
credit banks, known in Germany ns
“Raiffeisen” banks, from tbeir originator,
and adopted in France, Italy and other
for current

countries.

“In the German Empire, in 1909, under
purely rural system, about 12,000 little
country banks did a business of approxithe

mately fl,834,000,000
rate of less than 5

an average interest
cent. A very Urge

st

per
part of this lending was done on current
without any security
it
of
much
account,
except the promise to pay.
“It is more t ban sixty years since this
system was founded, and in that time there
has not been a single instance of a failure
of a Raiffeisen bank. In other words,
through all kinds of conditions, including
one tremendous international war—the
these little rural
Franco-Prussian war

COUNTY NEWS.
EAST SULLIVAN.

parents, J. Wilson Jordan and wife
u,.
in* Monday for Lewiston, where
wilt
ha at home to their friends
*j 94 t

the’y

olle^

street.

Mrs. ids Wilson is visiting ber sister,
Mrs. Lucretia Downing.
Mrs. Amend Lewis and daughter Ella,
of Steuben, spent last week with Miss
Elizabeth Hall.
Walter Hill left last Thursday for Cape
Guardean. Mo., to engage in civil en-

gineering.

°et-7__

Andrew Haynes, of Lynn, Mass
„ Ti|.
itln* his mother, Mrs. Sarah Haynes.
has
Harry Sprague
gone
housekeeping
in

F. 8. Doltiver’s bouse at Seawall.

Schooner

Mias Clio M. CUllcott entertained at
dinner Sept. 28, H. G. Thomsen and wife
and Miss Marie Johnson, at the College
club, Boston.
Miss Etneltne Johnson and ber uncle,
Emery, of Salisbury Cove, are
Mr. Emery,
visiting here for a few days.
though eighty-five years old, is remark-

Thomas

ably active.

R.

M ASSET.

*

Kimball, Cspt. Jo,
loading fish for

Annie

Whitmore,

is

Parker Sona.
Morris Beal and wife were
week-end
Kueets of relatiree and friends tt Town
llffl.
Mrs. Thornes Fernald
has gone to
Lynn, Mass., to visit her sons Roy and
Dana, who have employment there.

Mrs.

Edwin Small,

a

veteran of

Civil
to meet,

the

Adelaide King went to
Bangor
with her little
granddaughter
for
medical
Maxine
treatment.

Sunday

Egyptian farmer are able to
war, and a very interesting man
has been spending several weeks with
cheaply than their American
The Stanley house closed last week
relatives here.
Having no family, he I after a
banks have gone on performing tbei
is told interestingly by B. F.
TAFT.
long and profitable season. Mrs. E
competitor,
HOWARD
WILLIAM
time
He
much
of
his
traveling.
Dispassionate Judges will accord to
such
of
without
spends
functions
any
period
Benson Stanley wili go South.
Yoakum, president of the St. Loui^i A
a year on the Pacific
has
tbe Taft administration tbe credit of
as
almost
in
recently
spent
invariably precatastrophe
Cvt 7.
SpB.
San Francisco railroad, in the
World'n
HE TURNS TO TRUSTS.
potting in force more measures of a
predicted when a new system of banking coast, visited on Grand Manan island and
Work.
in
the
winter
Florida.
to
is launched.”
spend
plans
TRENTON.
positively progressive character than
Writing in the September number of
Woodrow Wilson Evades Discussion of
Mr. Yoakum declares that American
Mrs. EUsebeth Simpson, Mrs. Edward
Mrs. Mary A. Leland died Sunday at her
any other administration since the
that magazine under the title, “The High
the Tariff Question.
agriculture cannot reach its highest de- Bragdon, Miss Helen Hill and Arthur home in Trenton, after an illness of but
civil war. Not only have such meast
of
Mr.
Yoakum
Cost
Farming,”
places
we
are
now
told
new
Issue,
until
some
of
It is the trust
system
velopment
Hill, while on a carriage drive Sunday af- few days, of pneumonia. Mrs. Leland
ures been numerous, but they have
this excessive burden of interest borne by farm finance is
Woodrow Wilson, that Is paraadopted. This, he be- ternoon, called on their former neighbors, was elghty-one years of age. She was
by
a
been of great and farrenchlng importhe agricultural producers of this country
lieves, is sure to come.
Eben Smith and wife, in Franklin. It is
Last week It
mount Id the campaign.
life-long resident of Trenton, and an esfirst imong the causes of tbe high cost of
tance. President Taft has labored ln- |
“The rapidity of its realization,” he needless to say that both man and beast teemed and
member
What It will be next
of
was the tariff.
helpful
the
comliving—a problem that is more serious concludes, “depends upon the farmers of bad to
defatigably to serve the whole people,
partake of tbeir boundless hos- munity She was the daughter of Samuel
I week has not yet been Indicated.
here than abroad, since, as be points out,
and by means of his broad experience
the United States. They are the first to pitality before leaving. Each one in the
one of the early settlers of TrenHopkins,
In his speech of acceptance Governor the American dollar shrank 30 per
receive the benefits. If they do not rouse party had reasons to remember neighborly ton.
and rare judicial mind and having at
She was married to Nethau Leland,
Wilson emphasized the fact that a cent, in purchasing power between 1897 themselves to
wipe out this terrific annual kindnesses from these good people, snd it of Trenton, who died some years ago. of
bis command legal talent of tbe high- |
! platform was not a program. Those and 1911, while the English dollar lost tax upon their industry, no other man can was s
pleasure to all to see them so happy Hve sons born to them, only one survivesest order be has put his progressive
A program ! only 22 per cent, of its value in tbe same accomplish the purpose for them. If, on in their new home. The drive in the
were words of wisdom.
Oapt. Enoch Leland, of Bncksport, now in
policies one after another into valid
and the German dollar still less.
period,
the contrary, they, through their own orIs something to bo followed with some
beautiful October afternoon, with road- South America. She is survived
and practical legislation.
This has
by three
for the farmer,” says
“Cheaper
money
ganizations and through their representa- aide and hillside and lane painted in gor- sisters -Mrs. Phoebe Marshall, ol
of Bdellty. A platform. In the !
Trenbeen done without boasting and noise. degree
Mr. Yoakum,” is the first of our agricul- tives in
Congress, demand legislation to geous colorings, was one long to be re- ton; Mrs. Maria Leland, of Bar Harbor
lexicon of the Democratic candidate. |
tural problems. When 1 make that stateWhether vindicated or not at the com- j
this purpose, I have no hesita- membered.
accomplish
and
Mrs.
Jnlia
of
Melvin,
Is a flexible thing, not to be takeD too ; ment I am not
Nashua, N. r.,
thinking of the bonanza tion in saying that the annual interest
ing election, Mr. Taft’s work will stand
Oct. 8.
H.
and one brother
Charles Hopkins, of
seriously, but to be bent and altered farmer, or of tbe owner of a few thousand saved ten
as a chapter of achievement as brilyears from now will be enough
Nashua.
The
funeral was held at the
to meet the demands of the moment
acres of highly developed and carefully
PROSPECT HARBOR.
to pay the ruling rate at that time on
liant as it is meritorious.
home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. P, A. \.
No program for the candidate. A nice, cultivated land. He borrows on a busi- more than f4,000,000,000
A. K. Joy is improving, after an attack Ktllam
enough to open
We wish at this time to invite attenofficiating.
Is good enough for ness basis Often the large planter bor- and cultivate every section of the country of acute indigeetion.
tion to two specific features of gov- adaptable platform
rows to meet his current needs from a
him.
to its full capacity.
Whitaker
and
wife
are
BHOOKAVILLE.
Irving
ernmental progress.
spending
One consists .of
of nearby banks in which he owns
“The great problem for the farmers to the week with friends in Columbia.
In all fairness and In all decency, couple
Miu
Lillie
tbe interstate commerce commission's
His
business
has
Gray, of West Acdgwick, i>
interests.
large
nothing settle is whether they w ill be satisfied to
however. Dr. Wilson sbonld not be to do with the
The McKinley school league had an in- employed at F. II. Billings'.
investigation of the express compaagricultural prosperity, or tight other trusts or put themselves on a
j
ferreting program Friday afternoon, under !
nies. resulting in the recent report or- permitted to erade a discussion of the the reverse, of the|average American farmMr*. Sarah .Sanborn recently fell, jnstrong financial basis and operate their
tbe direction of the teacher, Miss Geneva !
dering tbe companies to reduce rates Issue he brought forward as the Im- er. His problems are as different from own trusts.”
juring heraelf to some extent.
Comins.
After the program, a peanut
and institute sweeping reforms in vari- | portant one early In his campaign. the troubles of the average farmer as are
Everett Bowden'a family arc all U1 of
hunt was enjoyed.
ous directions.
The other is the en- ! Ills campaign manager refused a chal- tbe troubles of the United States steel
cholera. Mr*. Mary Weacott la also
very
A Nice Distinction.
actment of the Bourne parcels post bill, ! lenge for a Joint debate between Re- corporation irom me iriais oi me local
Tbe yacht Mischief, of Marblehead, 111.
It is told that the famous lexicographer,
one of tbe most useful measures ever
foundry in a cross-roads town.
Mass., has been here the past week with j
and
Democratic
od
publican
speakers
Lester
C.
Wescott
has
moved his family
j
“After all, when you come to talk of Noah Webster, invited several gentlemen a party of eight sportsmen on board. !
put in force in this country under any ; the tariff, and the candidate
from the Albion Cloaaon home to the
might disto spend the evening with him at a time
administration.
These two reforms,
agricultural borrowing, you have to come
Marcus Handy, a former resident here, j
claim persona! responsibility for that
Ernest Babson rent.
down to talk in terms of the ‘one-bale when Mrs. Webester happened to be away
taken in connection, will exert a powwas one of the party.
a visit.
At rather a late hour Mr.
Mra. Ntrasu* Douglass, who has been
erful influence for a reduction of the bat certainly Dr. Wilson cannot avoid farm’. The farm ®f eighty to 160 acres, on
W.
Hew ins and wife, of Mil bridge,
F.
responsibility for bis own words an<2 tilled and worked to its limit, is the real Webster and his friends were enjoying a came over
caring for Mrs. Eugene Aanborn. has recost of living.
and
an
took
Sunday
morning
turned to her home in North Brookaville.
his own arguments. The fact that he agricultural unit. The foundations of a quiet game of cards. Pipes and cigars
Mr. Tart has been In complete symautomobile party to Bucksport, down the
were also being indulged in.
All of this
Mia* Bernice Perkins, of Cornnlle, ia
pathy with the Interstate commerce fonnd his audiences totally out of sym- permanent agriculture in any country
river
to
I
Qaaline
and
return
via
BluebilL,
would have been horrifying
to Mrs.
commission's Inquiry into the express pathy with bis free trade views should are laid only when the land is made to
her uncle, B. G. Grindle. Mr.
following the shore road. L. P. Cole and visiting
as she did not approve of such
Webster,
as
their
business, a process consistent In all re- not still his tongne If he has the cour- support
many families, owning
wife and Miss Geneva Comins, of Green- ; Grindle has recently put a cellar under
practices.
own
as
the
land
can
land,
his house.
properly supspects with the administration’s gen- age of his convictions and honestly
The party mas at the height of its en- ville Junction, were in the party.
eral policy of compelling big corpora- believes the doctrine which he preach- port. Therefore, the fundamental quesOct. 7.
A.
Mrs. W. F. Bruce entertained at dinner
when a sound of footsteps was
joyment
tion
in
firm
is
the
money
tions to square themselves with the ed. If he be a true leader of the antlquestion
heard in the next room. The gentlemeu Thursday for Mrs. Elizabeth Farnsworth
NORTH
BLUEHILL.
whether
the
individual
farmer, owning
law and the public Interest Some of protectlonlsts he will justify his beand operating his own land, ia supplied hesitated a moment to listen, when the and Mrs. Bart Brown, of Milbridge, folMrs. Mabel Webster, of Ellsworth, was
the more powerful corporations do not liefs and opinions.
door was suddenly opened by Mrs. Web- lowed by an informal reception for the a
with
at
reasonable
week-end gueet of her mother, Mrs.
ample capital
rates, or
like that policy, but the public ought
So far from doing this, however, he
who
had
which
ice-cream
and
cake
returned
unladies,
during
ster,
unexpectedly
whether
he
is
stinted in capital and
Abbie Cuebing.
to indorse It
The enactment of a par- has elected to evade, precisely as bis
were
served.
announced.
The
Miss
Julia
of
unusual
scene
disclosed
Guptlll,
in
his
interest
account.”
cels post law brings to fruition a plan managers evade, adequate discussion gouged
Mrs. Joanna Durgain, of Bangor, spent
Gouldsboro, assisted Mrs. Bruce in servCiting government statistics to show to her caused her to exclaim:
that found Indorsement In the platform of the subject which means so much to
a few days last weak with
her brother,
I
Noah!
m
ing.
“Why,
surprisedl”
that the total indebtedness of American
upon which the president was elected. every Individual In the land. First asArthur E. Wescott.
Oct. 7.
Noah aat with his back to the door, but
C.
farmers
is f6,046,000,000, Mr. Yoakum con
Through the action of the senate the sailing protection and making stateHarry Bowden and family, of Brockton,
he recognized Mrs. Webster's voice, and
Bourne bill, looking to a parcels serv- ments that demonstrated his lack of tinues:
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Maaa., are vialting their parents, Ns“The farmer’s debt is about half on ac- without turning, he replied: “No, you
ice at the lowest practicable rates knowledge of the facta, be shifted from
Marie Gott is at Curtis Pierce’s.
tbaniel Bowden and wifes
are astonished; I’m surprised.”
within a given territory, was substi- that position to one where be was try- count of fixed capital—mostly mortgage
Miss Minnie Pierce is visiting in
Irvin Bowden and family, who lost their
tuted for the bouse bill with Its flat ing to calm the fears of the Industrial loans—and half on account of current
home by fire last week, are stopping with
Schoolmaster—Now, let us have “Little Brooksvllle.
rate provisions. The measure as pass- and commercial elements In the popu- loans. The total number of farms in the
and
Kay Thurston is boarding with his sis- Mr. Bowden's parents, N. Bowden
ed probably la not perfect, nor should lation aroused by his Initial utterances. country is about 6,000,000. Therefore, the Drops of Water” again, and do please put
farm has a mortgage debt of fSOO a little spirit into it.
wife, for the present.
ter, Mrs. Roy Allen.
the rates be regarded as permanent Out of all of his more or less vague average
B.
Oct. 7.
and a current debt of about the same
Victor Friend gave a progressive lecture
The plan la experimental In certain re- talk on the subject only one thing
Teacher—Johnny, tell me who Patrick
amount outstanding against it.
was
and
did
in
hall
what
he
the
do? Johnny—
grange
Henry
Friday evening.
spects. But we believe the principle emerges clearly and distinctly—that la,
FRENCHBURO.
“The rate of interest paid on this tre- Patrick
Of the act Is correct One of the most that be and his party propose a purely
Henry was a young man, and he
A large party attended tbe dance at
A pleasant sociable wae given at Joseph
mendous volume of borrowed capital is,
lived
in
He
had
blue eyes and Riveraide ball Saturday evening.
Virginia.
Important aspects of this measure is political revision of the tariff, with all
Luot's ball Saturday evening.
according to the best estimates I can flDd,
Its bearing on the food situation. It the disaster, distress and disturbance
light hair. He was married and he said;
are being extended to
between 8 and 9 per cent, per annum.
Congratulations
Miss Abbie Davis ha* gone to Boston to
me
or
‘Give
me
death.”
will give consumers and producers a that such a revision entails Scientific
liberty
give
Lionell Howard and write upon the b.s;h work tor Rev. A. P. MccDonald.
The actual rate of interest itself is only a
new medium of direct contact
The revision on accurate Information Is rewas it you never married again,
“Why
of
a
son.
part of the burden of borrowing. To it
Maynard Robinson, with hi* brothsrinterstate commerce commission’s rul- jected by him and his party. Political
Aunt Bailie?” inquired Mrs. McClane of
must be added the constant drain of reMrs. G. A. Grindle has returned to Mello-law, is visiting hit father, W. M. Boban old colored woman in West Virginia.
ings respecting the express companies revision Is Just what the people do not newals for
mortgages on farms, of loans,
rose, Mass., after spending the summer loaon.
also make special account of this prob- want, but both candidate and party
'Deed, Miss Ellie,” replied the old with her
fees for recording mortgages and other
daughter.
lem. The express companies are re- are committed to It hence their desire
Mrs. Rena Koblneon has gone to Mcwoman earnestly, “dat daid nigger’s wuth
loans to farmers, moat of which are made
Victor Friend and wife, of Melrose,
moah to me dan a live one. I gits a penquired to order their business In such to get away from the Issue.
Kinley for a few daye’ visit witb her sister,
on short term, and commisjion fees and
are
in
in
their
Mass.,
auto- Mra. Laura Carter.
town, coming
a manner as to give quicker service
By all means let the trusts be dis- compulsory insurance on renewals. Prom sion.”
mobile. G. M. Allen, wife and daugha
Oct. 6.
and lower rates on food products.
cussed. too. but not In terms of gen- all I have been able to
On a business trip to the city a farmer
gather from the
ter Florence will return with them.
It Is recognized by all economic In- eralities. such as Governor Wilson In- best available
sources, I estimate that an decided to take home to his wife a ChristWEST
EDEN.
Mr. Abbott went to Bangor one day last
vestigators that one of the greatest dulged In before the Democratic state average rate paid by our farmers is 8 V* per mas present of a shirtwaist. Going into a
Mountain View grange held its fourth
problems related to the cost of living convention at Trenton last Tuesday. cent, per annum, which is a conservative store and being directed to the waist de- week to have his leg removed, but the
atsurgeons were unable to perform tbe oper- annual fair Friday, Oct. 4, with a good
Is that which has to do with the sysAnd while discussing It Governor Wil- estimate of the full coat
paid on farm partment, be asked of the lady clerk to ation on account of bis feebleness.
tendance. There was a good display of
He
retem of distribution. Express reforms son might explain why It waa that the money used in the financing and
capitali- show him some. “What bust?” asked
vegetables, apples, pickles and fancy
and the parcels post will be of great Democratic house curtailed the trust sation of the farms of the United States.” she. The farmer looked around quickly turned home the following day.
work. The candy and ice-cream tables
Oct. 7.
A.
and
In
work
of
the
value
promoting prompter
Investigating
department
The annual interest bill, therefore, paid and answered: “1 don’t know; 1 didn’t
were well patronized.
The chicken supcheaper distribution of food products of Justice by granting only two-thirds uy me farmers is hdoui fOiu,uuu,uuu. rne hear anything.”
SUNSET.
per wii fine. The program in the evening
especially, and at the same time the of the sum needed to carry on the la- total value of tbe wheat crop of the United
“You made a mistake in your paper,”
Mrs. M. Y. Bray is employed at George consisted of singing, recitations, selection
States as of December 1, 1911, farm value, said the indignant man,
■cope of these measures Is so compre- bors mapped out
entering the edi- Sylvester’s.
by the West Eden “pasteboard band1' and
hensive as to apply to ail classes of
was |543,000,000.
Practically, the interest torial sanctum. “I was one of the comCapt. Peter Eaton, who has been very a farce.
merchandise.
Production, too. should
account of the farmers ate up the total
at the athletic match yesterday,
petitors
MR. WILSON’S APOLOGY.
ill, is able to ait up.
be greatly stimulated by the Influence
wheat crop of tbe entire country.
and you have called me the well-known
WALTHAM.
How much heavier this burden is than
thus Invoked.
Greeley Small U in Morrill superintendaren’t
lightweight champion.”
“Well,
Word has been received here of the
to Publish What Ha Said About
Afraid
We do not say that President Taft
that which the European farmer has to
you?” said the’editor. “No, I’m nothing ing the erection of a large building.
deatn on Oct. 6, at Conimicut, K. I*t
Union Labor and Immigrants.
deserves the sole credit for these decarry, Mr. Yoakum explains by pointing of the kind; and it’s confounded awkWillard Mat bears, who is quarrying at Rebecca
so called Wilson defense bureau
The
Hastings, widow of James D.
out that the German farmer can borrow
partures, but we cite them as features
Swan’s
I’m
a
coal
merwas
at
home
with
his
ward,
Island,
because, you see,
Issued a long statement to the on
Rhodes, at the age of sixty-two years aud
has
of an administration that some persons
mortgage from the “Landschaften” or chant.”
family over Sunday.
nine months. The remains were brought
effect that Woodrow Wilson's publish- “Ritterschaften”
associations of land
would have us believe is nonprogresof
hard
Mrs. Charles Annis is entertaining her to Ellsworth for burial. Mrs. Rhodes was
luck,” remarked
“Speaking
ed opinions in bis books on the alleged
credit, at an average rate of 4.40 per cent. Senator
sive, when In reality they form a logKlutch, “I had some hard luck niece, Miss Minnie Simpson, a trained a sister of W. B. Hastings.
Inferiority of European Immigrants
“Under these systems tbe farmers, in a
ical part of a great progressive epoch,
nurse from Massachusetts.
once during my early days.” “Elucidate,”
and American workingmen generally certain
form into co-operative
which opened with the Inauguration of
territory,
said Senator Graball. “I had just invested
FRANKLIN.
to the Chinese and favoring Chinese
Fred Small is working in the sardine
societies, syndicating their farm lands
Mr. Taft and which. In the people's
There will be a dance and sapper ThursImmigration, etc., hare been ‘‘misin- under negotiable bonds which are offered my last |5 in a meal ticket.” “Yes, yes.” factory at Stonington and boarding with
patriotism and good sense, will be con“As 1 started down the street a gust of his
terpreted."
aunt, Mrs. Annie Richardson.
day evening under the management of
jointly as security for the credit they need. wind tore the ticket from
tinued during four more years of the
The
my hand. A
There is one ready and complete re- The individual then
Small took this year from one of some of the young men of Franklin.
borrows from this coStephen
tame courageous aDd able leadership.
ply to misinterpretation, and that Is to operative society. It is just as though ail lumberjack was passing, wearing heavy, his plum trees ten bushels of large, dance will be at the town hall, with music
republish what Wilson said to let the small farms in a Texas county, no one hob-nailed boots.” “Yes, go on.” “And luscious fruit which he sold at |2 a bushel. by Monaghan's orchestra of three pieces.
he stepped on my ticket and punched out
Mop# Work Than Worker#.
houseThis the Wil- of which is more
him speak for himself.
than 160 acres, were
The many friends and relative# here of Supper will be served at the Relay
To the Editor of The World:
*1.85.”
son defense bureau of the Democratic
into one great society which
pooled
C.
Leon Schroeder were pained to learn of
I have read your paper for about fif- national committee carefully refrains
A sudden thunderclap sent little Billy
borrowed on a single bond against all this
the death of his wife, Charlotte, on Septeen years and ddrtng that time 1 have from doing, and neither Wilson nor bis
father with a scared
to his
property, and then lent to any individual ronning
tember 26, at Allston, Mass.
llways found It very much on the lev- apologists, therefore, can blame Amer- farmers
come!”
said
“be
pa,
forming this pool as they needed whimper. “Come,
Oct. 7.
Sadie.
A LIBERAL OFFER
tl, but Just now 1 don’t agree with ican workingmen In general and Eurobrave!
Beaman!”
As
sat
they
together
This system has
money on mortgage.
1 am a Republican, pean immigrants in particular for con- been in
on the veranda, Billy boldy declared: “Ua
A
Chance To Try It Free.
yon on Wilson.
general use in Germany for more
BAY8IDE.
and have been for more than fifteen cluding that Wilson meant Just what than 140
men aren’t ’fraid of nothin’,’ are us, pa?”
Many
people who live at a distance
years and cannot be regarded as
Harold
Grant
and
of
wife,
Bucksport, from stores where medicines are kept,
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